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1. Introduction

This study\(^1\) attempts to highlight aspects of everyday life and work situations of slum dwellers in Mumbai (former Bombay) with special consideration of various sources of insecurity and vulnerability. Although there is a great lack of accurate data about slum population, we can follow some estimates on which there is a general consensus. About 40 per cent of the population live in the slum-areas of Mumbai and another 5 up to 10 per cent as pavement dwellers\(^2\). That means about 6 million people in Mumbai live in very poor conditions and degraded forms of housing. They lack basic standards of livelihood, such as sanitary facilities, hygienic conditions, and medical care. In addition to these problems, things get even worse during monsoon times when people have to face destruction of their huts by water and mud. Mostly there are no education facilities in the slums and people cannot afford to send their children to school farther away. To put it another way, poor people in Mumbai often lack basic civil rights. Instead of this, their lifes are dominated by vulnerability in all facets of life.

Sure, from the 1970s onward there have been a number of housing and resettlement programmes in Mumbai that were, however, not very successful for a number of reasons. Therefore we follow Schrader (2004) assuming that slum-dwellers have the capacity to help themselves, i.e. to make their living more comfortable with even slightest means, do joint community investment, develop their own self-help networks, etc. – provided that the government will give them a certain right to stay, even if this right is limited in time. Due to the failure of formal approaches of improvement, the poor have to fall back upon their own solutions and survival strategies, sometimes with more and sometimes with less success. With this stance, we do not favour a neoliberal approach that wants to release government and city administration from its duties, because we believe that the government has a certain responsibility towards the poor and transfers top down are necessary. However, we are quite realistic believing that the housing problem in Mumbai can be resolved neither by state planning nor by international housing programs alone, but requires participation of as well as efforts by the people concerned.

After a short description of the four slums under investigation (part 2), we will focus on a conflict Mumbai has to face especially in these days. On the one hand, more and more people migrate from the rural areas to the Megacity in order to find a place of living and getting work in the informal sector of the city. On the other hand there are ambitious plans of the central government and the city administration to make Mumbai a ‘world class city’ or a ‘new Shanghai’, which requires enormous infrastructural measures, wide roads, modern highways, gardens, more office space, a larger airport, etc. – precariously very often on former dump land that was drained by squatters (part 3). The following four parts are written with the intention to provide an understanding of insecurity and vulnerability the poor have to face in their everyday life. In this context, we will focus on three main aspects: the working situation in the informal slum economy (part 4), the forms of capital and ethnic issues in slums (part 5), the fear of slum demolition (part 6) and the far-reaching vulnerability of women and children (part 7). Our main argument, that the highest pressure on the people is their lack of security, is based on both own research findings in different slums of Mumbai and a detailed literature review.

Unfortunately, we have to state that the focus of this study has even become more crucial in late 2004 and early 2005 when a massive clean-up drive of the metropolis was launched,

\(^1\) Research took place in February, 2004 in Mumbai. It was supervised by Heiko Schrader, in cooperation with the University of Mumbai (India), Department of Sociology. We are grateful to Prof. Dr. S. Bhowmik, Dr. B.V. Bhosale, Prof. Dr. R. Kamble, and Prof. Dr. P. Jogdand.

\(^2\) cf. Appadurai 2002:27
putting shelter, and livelihood at stake for thousands of slum-dwellers. Approximately 84,000 families lost their homes (Times of India, 14 February 2005). According to Maharasthra state government, all slums built after 1995 will be demolished. Under national and international pressures, however it can be expected that a new deadline will be set to January 2000.  

2. Slums

2.1 What are Slums and Why do they Exist?

The term ‘slum’ has many nuances and meanings. It often refers to settlements lacking basic human needs and services. We can note that there is a wide range of characteristics which gives every slum a different structure, because slums vary with regards to high density, unclean central city tenements and flat apartments to spontaneous squatter settlements without legal recognition or rights. The UN-Habitat study ‘The Challenge of Slums: Global Report on Human Settlements 2003’ asserts that much can and must be done to improve the lives of the nearly one billion slum dwellers alive today. UN-Habitat predicts that governments, international aid agencies, and NGOs have to find combinable strategies to solve the problem of slums. The slum challenge must first come to grips with what slums really are, why they exist, and in fact, why the number of people living in such places is projected to double by 2030.

The first problem to solve the bad situation is to recognise what we really understand when we use the term ‘slum’. First appeared in the 1820s, the term ‘slum’ has been used to identify the poorest quality housing, and the most unsanitary conditions; ‘vice’ and drug abuse; a refuge for marginal activities including crime; a likely source for many epidemics that devastated urban areas; a place apart from all that was decent and wholesome. According to Un-Habitat 2003, the catchall term ‘slum’ is loose and deprecatory, because it has many connotations and meanings and is rarely used by the more sensitive, politically correct, and academically rigorous. But in developing countries, the word ‘slums’ lacks the negative and divisive original connotation, and simply refers to lower quality or informal housing. Following UN-Habitat we use the term ‘slum’ in this paper to describe a wide range of low-income settlements and poor human living conditions. Before we explore our findings of slums case studies we simply define slums as “a heavily populated urban area characterised by substandard housing and squalor” (Un-Habitat 2003).

Of course, this straightforward description reflects the essential physical and social features of slums, but we also have a look on several other features of contemporary slums. We will describe slums as important living and working areas, which are not isolated from the urban contexts and of both national and international policies and economies. Slums are an important feature and category of the contemporary urban situation and of the global age, because they offer living rooms and their inhabitants as well as the millions of migrants who daily search for a job in slums, produce commodities and social networks, which play an significant role in both the world economy and in survival strategies.

Schrader (2004) refers to the informal character of slums which “results from an illegal, but very often tolerated, status of the squatters”. Squatters in most cases have no legal and documented right to stay. Local and international development intervention has neither achieved success with regard to a decrease of migration flows nor to scarcity of living space in cities. Squatting can be understood as the appropriation of another person’s land for one’s

3 cf. Chandran 2005: Thousand homeless as Bombay razes slums for roads, 05.01.05
4 “During the 1960s and 1970s different cities (e.g. Jakarta, Manila) tried to block immigration with a policy of ‘closed city’. Even in China such steering mechanisms remained without success. Approaches that are more recent have tried to channel migration flows to secondary cities. Meanwhile urban planners in developing
own use without title or rights. It may occur on either public or private property. Due to this illegal status, the squatter will use materials of little or no value and recycled material in the construction of his shelter, or he may move into inhabited buildings owned by others. Schrader notes with regard to slum building processes that “the state and the urban administration often take a legal stance according to legal property rights and cleanse / demolish slums with often greatest brutality against people and their property.”

Despite of the informal character of slums, we conclude that there are strong linkages between the formal and the informal sector, and we cannot examine the role of the informal sector, and its embedded slum economy, without referring to that obvious linkage. On the one hand, we can describe slums as under-industrialised, un-modern, and regressive. On the other hand, just these features, make it possible that billions of people can live there and find work in slums. People in slums are ‘vulnerable’. There are far two reasons: first of all due to their socio-structural conditions, and secondly, because they live in slums. At the same times, slums open up an opportunity to make a living. The possibility to live in slums and to get a job in the informal sector, and in the embedded slum economies, for a big proportion of people is an opportunity to survive under conditions that are considered inhuman by Western observers.

Slums in the traditional sense are housing areas that were once respectable, even desirable, but which deteriorated after the original dwellers moved on to new and better parts of the city. The condition of the old homes declined as they were progressively subdivided and rented out to lower-income people. Slums, in contemporary times, have come to contain the vast informal settlements that are becoming the most visible expression of urban poverty in developing world and major cities. Such settlements are described by a variety of tenure arrangements. The research group found that slum structures vary from tent settlements, the simplest huts with plants and rubbishes, and asbestos, to permanent well-maintained structures. Despite of that, what most slums share in common, is a lack of basic human needs, like sanitation, clean water, electricity, and other basic services. On the other hand, slums often offer the only possibility for people to secure life and family.

According to UN-Habitat, we can distinguish between two broad types of slums: ‘slums of hope’ and ‘slums of despair’. ‘Slums of hope’ can be described as settlements on an upward trend, largely made up of newer, usually self-built structures, and those are in or have recently been through a process of development, consolidation and improvement. ‘Slums of despair’ comprise declining neighbourhoods in which environmental conditions and services are in a process of seemingly inevitable decay. Recently an UN-expert-group recommended to policy makers and international bodies what they consider to be a more ‘operational definition’ of a slum, one that is intended to enable better targeting of improvement programmes aimed primarily at resolving the physical and legal problems faced by slum dwellers. The expert group defines slums as follows: “A slum is an area that combines the characteristics, of a) inadequate access to safe water; b) inadequate access to sanitation and other infrastructure; c) poor structural quality of housing; d) overcrowding; and e) insecure residential status.”

On the other hand, the research group argues that such a one-way category in ‘slums of hope’ and ‘despair’ is a relatively simple attempt to examine slums. Therefore, on the other hand, we also have to turn to the legal situation, property rights, and laws. We are interested in the question, why slums exist, and why slums offer possibilities for survival. For UN-Habitat 2003, slums come about because of, and are perpetuated by, a number of forces, which are: a) a rapid rural-to-urban migration; b) an increasing urban poverty; c) an increasing inequality;
and d) insecure tenure. These are of course not all tendencies, which contribute to the creation and continuation of slums.

If we focus on the rapid increase in rural-urban migration, we find out that since 1950, the proportion of people working in the primary sector of developing countries has declined by 20 to 30 per cent. A large percentage of urban poor voluntarily migrated from the rural to the urban areas, in order to exploit actual or perceived economic opportunities. These manifest largely in the growing urban informal sector, which most visible in the growing and large-sale informal squatter settlements in urban centres.

In many cities in India, the informal sector accounts for as much as 60 per cent of employment of the urban population and may well serve the needs of an equally high proportion of inhabitants through the provision of goods and services. In Asia, which inhabits 80 per cent of humanity, we see rapidly urbanising processes, and today already 36 per cent of Asians live in cities. Mumbai as one of the largest Asian and world metropoles has a population of almost 18 million people and between one-third and one-half of them live in slums. The rapidity and massive volume of this rural-to-urban migration intensifies slum formation. People who have lost their capabilities to survive in rural areas escape to the cities and settle in slums. City planning and management systems are often unable to adequately coping with the massive population influx.

In a strong relation to the rural-urban-migration-process is the increase in urban poverty. UN-Habitat argues that while there are no regular global estimates of urban poverty, it is generally presumed, that there is currently less poverty in urban areas than in rural areas. Urban poverty has been increasing in most developing countries subjected to structural ‘adjustment programmes’ – programmes that often have had a negative impact on urban economic growth and formal employment opportunities. One tendency of that development is that the absolute number of poor and undernourished in urban areas is increasing, as is the share of urban areas in overall poverty and malnutrition. In general, the locus of poverty is moving to cities, a process now recognised as the ‘urbanisation of poverty’.

2.2 ‘Insecure Tenure’ and ‘Property Rights’

Our focus on ‘insecure tenure’ is related to Schrader’s (2004) discussion about ‘property rights’. He argues that free access to resources is opposed to property rights, which is used as a theoretical construct in New Institutional Economics to prove superiority of a society with property rights to one without such. He criticises the position of the Neo-Liberalists who reject free access to land, because argue that “in this hypothetical condition” the aspects of equality and justice are not fulfilled in so far as the ones, who come first, are favoured compared to those who come later and for whom nothing remains. For him property rights may concern communal and individual private rights. The former imply common rights of use without third parties from the communality being able to be excluded from similar use, and the latter can only be defended, if there are binding shared rules and sanctions against violations so that the free-rider-problem does not occur.

The research group agrees with Schrader’s assessment that the theoretical discussion about the aspects of distribution and justice also implies social duties of ownership. If we examine

8 cf. UN-Habitat 2003
9 cf. UN-Habitat 2003
10 From Schrader’s point of view such a hypothetical discussion would have to apply the justice and equality premise to the question how real property was acquired in the past and how it should be redistributed in the present (Schrader 2004).
11 cf. Schrader 2004
the role and function of property rights and ‘insecure tenure’, then we have to take a non-Western view on the topic.\(^\text{12}\) He focuses on the squatters’ perspective. They are faced with population pressure and land scarcity and can certainly not understand that scarce land is kept vacant. He concludes that in Mumbai the paradox is that in spite of a severe land scarcity there is a lot of vacant land available, belonging to the state, city administration, the railway companies, or private owners and secured by property rights, because also in Indian law property rights are valued higher than property duties. Squatters might argue that it is legitimate to squat such land and make it fertile / productive in order to make a living, independent from the question who is the legal owner. Schrader notes: “Squatter settlements emerge in particular on such unused space (for instance along the railroad railway tracks, on land of deactivated factories, or in the flight corridors of the airport), not, however, on private land, used for living or commercial purposes (with my moral argumentation I would like to lead the look away from property rights to use rights). A moral claim of the squatters can be derived from the non-use of the land for ‘productive’ purposes to himself use this land for ‘productive’ purposes activity – without even touching the question of property rights.”

The lack of secure tenure is a primary reason why slums persist. Without secure tenure, slum and pavement dwellers have few ways and little incentive to improve their environs. Secure tenure is a basic condition for access to other economic and social opportunities, including livelihood opportunities, public services, and credit. Our hypothesis is that in slums where residents enjoy secure tenure to land and housing, formal or informal, community-led slum improvement initiatives are much more likely to be undertaken. Often the informal character of slum settlements is associated with the quasi-legal or illegal residential tenure-status of the slum population. Slum and pavement dwellers lack a legal certificate or formal agreement with the authorities that gives them the right to stay in the urban settlement.\(^\text{13}\) This legal document would be the precondition to have the right to the city, to stay in the town, and to habit. Where legal authorities do not recognise the informal settlements, slum dwellers are denied access to urban basic services, human needs and financial services. We argue that slum dwellers are innovative and often adapt highly creative survival mechanisms. Because of that, insecurity of residential tenure has many negative connotations and consequences. Large proportions of Mumbai’s urban population are not entitled to both basic human rights and housing rights. They are excluded from public resources, legal rights to settlement, the right to organise, to make claims, the right to vote and to participate in decision-making processes. The absence of those rights is directly linked with the absence of investment by people living and working in slums.

2.3 Portrayal of Slums

Our portrayal of slums is based on active observations and interviews with slum-dwellers and representatives of local NGOs during fieldwork in Mumbai in February 2004 (see Map 1). The following slum areas were investigated: (1)\(^\text{14}\) Asia’s largest Slum, ‘Dharavi’, (2) the

\(^{12}\) Here, Schrader argues that in many non-western societies real property rights relations, however, are ‘fuzzy’ (Alchian and Demsetz 1973; Verdery 1999). He distinguishes between the rights to control, regulate, supervise, represent, and allocate property on one hand, and rights to exploit economically property objects on the other (following Schlager and Ostrom 1992, quoted by Benda-Beckmann 2000). The first reason for ‘fuzziness’, Schrader argues, is “that people may have conflicting claims of ownership to an object, which causes ownership to be ambiguous. The second reason is that people may hold overlapping claims such as a use right and a collective property, which is ‘fuzzy’ from the perspective of neoclassical property rights theory. A third reason emerges when one takes into account that property constitutes a ‘bundle of powers’ crystallizing into practices of inclusion and exclusion within experienced rules. A fourth reason for fuzziness lies in the ‘constraints on exercising bundles of power’” (Schrader 2004, following Sturgeon and Sikor 2004).

\(^{13}\) cf. Schrader 2004

\(^{14}\) see Map 1
settlement unit ‘Bharantinga Nagar Ekta’ (close to Kurla train station), (3) a slum area in Kalina (close to the University of Mumbai), and (4) ‘Matfalan’ (close to the train station Thane). Before we take a special focus on the four slums, we want to emphasise that poor living conditions in Mumbai historically have always existed. At the time when the fort was build, the native villages were very poor. Slums can be understood as an outcome of the industrialisation process and urban growth. Slums, in previous times, never underwent any planning, infrastructure construction or implementation of facilities such as drainage, sewage, and water. These tendencies led to many problems with Mumbai’s poor inhabitants. The rise of Bombay is related to the industrialisation under colonial rule. The first cotton textile mill was founded in Bombay in 1854 and it started production in 1856. Bombay remained the major centre of Indian textile industry; by 1913, it had only 31 per cent of all Indian cotton textile mills, but 44 per cent of all spindles, and 47 per cent of all looms. Bombay employed 42 per cent of the 250,000 millhalls in the Indian cotton industry. Rothermund is using the term ‘India’s dilemma’ to describe the relationship between industrialisation and development. He argues that “independent India’s economic policy was based on the hope that a dynamic industrialisation would help to trigger off an equally dynamic development” (Rothermund 1985:130).” There were marked differences in the progress of various branches of industry (heavy industries, steel production units, cotton industries). The stagnation of the cotton industry was related to the stagnation of per-capita income of the great mass of population.

Nevertheless, Mumbai’s population was rising continuously. Metropolisation could be noticed in India at an early stage, and from the very beginning, it was concentrated on a few major centres. Bombay belongs to those types of Indian cities, in which workers in industry and construction make up 20 per cent or more of the population. Rothermund refers to the fact that not only the rural-urban migration is an important issue for Mumbai’s continuous growth, but also the urban-urban migration, that kind of migration which implies a shrinkage of the smaller towns and cities without such an industrial potential.

The increase of urban slum areas began from the 1950s onwards. Most of this is because Mumbai has tripled since India’s independence in 1947. The island of Bombay is only 12 miles long, and Greater Mumbai occupies an area of 240 square miles and it has a density of nearly 16500 people per square mile. Before 1950, slums were predominantly found around the mills, on the western part of the island, in an area called byculla. Mostly workers lived there who had a job in the big urban industries and often lived in chawls. Provisions and health in these areas were issues that were ignored by the head policy makers. City planners and politicians hoped that slums would later disappear, but they just grow in number and size. From 1950 to 1968, the amount of slums increased 18 %; in the 1970s, they had a huge surge. By 1980, slum dwellers were half of the entire city’s inhabitants. The first attempt of Maharashtra government and city politicians was the ‘Municipal Corporation’ in 1954.

Another important key date in urban slum policy of Mumbai took place in 1956, where the Indian Parliament enacted the ‘Slum Areas (Improvement and Clearance) Act’. The 1956 Act notify that an area can be defined as a slum area, where the buildings: “(a) are in any respect unfit for human habitation; or (b) are by reason of dilapidation, overcrowding, faulty arrangements and design of such buildings, narrowness or faulty arrangements of streets, lack of ventilation, light or sanitation facilities, or any combination of these factors detrimental to

---

15 cf. Rothermund 1985:136
16 According to Rothermund (1985:170), per-capita income is accepted as the most general measurement of economic development. It takes into account the effect of population growth and shows to what extent the growth rate of the economy is depressed by the population growth rate.
17 cf. Rothermund 1985:177
18 cf. Rothermund 1985:177-9
19 cf. Patel 2001
safety, health or morals” (Section 3 of 1956 Act). By the National Sample Survey Organisation (NSSO) on ‘Condition of Slum Areas in Cities’, ‘undeclared’ slums were defined as a real unit having 25 or more katcha structures mostly of temporary nature, or 50 or more households residing mostly in katcha structures, huddled together, or inhabited by persons with practically no private latrine and inadequate public latrine and water facilities\(^{20}\).

Map 1: Location of Investigated Slum Areas

2.3.1 Dharavi

With a population of about 800,000 people who live in more than 2,000 huts Dharavi is supposed to be the largest slum in Asia\(^ {21}\). When it was founded by the Koli fisherfolk in the 19\(^{th}\) century it was located outside Bombay and integrated into the urban area not until 1872. After the first tannery was founded in 1887, many tanners began to settle close to the slaughterhouse in Bandra. At the end of the 1890s, migrants from Tamil Nadu followed. The following decades mainly potters from Gujarat and Saurashtra as well as people from the rural areas of Maharashtra, Bihar and Uttar Pradesh came to Dharavi in search for work. Later it was mostly ‘garbage collectors’ or ‘recycling firms’ that moved to Dharavi. Pratima Panwalker considers the fact that more and more settlers took the chance to build up their own business and provide services and goods in the following years to be the reason for an economic flourishing of Dharavi\(^ {22}\).

Today Dharavi consists of 67 single slum areas and some additional settlements between Mumbai’s two main suburban railway lines, the Western and the Central Railway. However, according to Sharma (2000) “the real dividing lines” are based on migration patterns, the State policies of dealing with the urban poor and of village industries that have translocated into an urban setting\(^ {23}\). Social exclusion is obvious when one takes into account that the overwhelming majority of the Dharavi population consists of Dalits and only less than one per

\(^{20}\) NSSO, Department of Statistics, Condition of Slum areas in Cities, no.290, 31\(^{st}\) Round, September 1980 Delhi
\(^{21}\) Data Survey (YUVA 2001)
\(^{22}\) cf. Panwalker 1998:2640
\(^{23}\) cf. Sharma 2000: 
cent are Brahmins. Both from the religious and ethnic perspectives, the social composition is very heterogeneous: Muslims, Christians, Neobuddhists, Melangs, Dhars and Tamilians form an “amazing mosaic of villages and townships from all over India” (Sharma 2000). However, sharing the same space of living and working does not cause intermix of people; they still segregate themselves in quarters according to religions, castes and sub-castes, places of origin and occupations.

The social polarisation between Hindus and Muslims, which led to the dramatic 1993 riots, has continued to exist until now and, according to Panwalker, is to some extent fuelled by the segregated settlement pattern. Since this important issue would go beyond the scope of our study it has to remain an open question whether the settlement structures might have contributed to a mutual alienation and thus jointly caused the so-called ‘ethnic conflict’ or if the separation of social groups has been a consequence of the riots, as some of our informants held.

The living conditions in Dharavi vary more than in the other areas investigated. From the main road leading through Dharavi, the place makes a desperate impression. This is also due to the contrast to some high-rise buildings and the most recent Bandra-Kurla business and shopping complex adjacent to Dharavi. However, once having entered the narrow lanes Dharavi proves that the prejudice of slums as dirty, underdeveloped, and criminal places does not fit real living conditions. Sure, communal sanitation blocks that are mostly in a miserable condition and overcrowded space do not comfort the living. Inside the huts, it is, however, very clean, and some huts share some elements of beauty. Nice curtains at the windows and balconies covered by flowers and plants indicate that people try to arrange their homes as cosy and comfortable as possible. The various production units and stores of Dharavi could also exist in other parts of the city, but here for sure most of them are informal-sector enterprises. Observations like these suggest that the term ‘slum’ should be redefined in order to provide a more differentiating description of the life world in slums. We agree with Schrader (2004) that the understanding of the socio-economic structure and the functioning of slums is still deficient. Schrader argues that a slum can not only be seen as a geographic space, “in which a large size of people is living in inappropriate conditions, and which city planners have to cleanse or shift; it is also a highly complex space of living and working, with socioeconomic connections to formal and informal economy, the world market, and the place of origin of the migrants. Aspects of ethnicity, religion and social structure cut across this space” (Schrader 2004). We would like to describe three production units.

2.3.1.1 Leather Production Unit

The leather production unit of B. was founded about 15 years ago. It is representative for the various family-networks found in the informal sector. The owner of the production unit is the son in law of A., the owner of a showroom at one of Dharavis’ main streets. All people involved belong to the same Charmakar family. Due to cultural heritage the passing of knowledge from one family member to another, land a policy of monopolisation of the traditional caste occupation, leatherwork still seems to be attached to the caste. Another reason could simply be that leatherwork guarantees minimum subsistence in the absence of any other source of livelihood.

24 cf. Panwalker 1998: 2644
25 Charmakars, leather workers belong to the dalits, due to their traditional occupation that is considered to be impure and polluting in Brahmanism. In spite of their social exclusion, they adhere to Hinduism.
26 cf. Kamble 2000:55
The unit is located in a backyard. The working process contains the processing of the raw material bought from the tanneries that were formerly also located in Bombay and then shifted to Madras (now Chennai), up to the final products like leather wallets, belts or handbags. Since B. himself works at this place and supervises, his employees the labourers are not paid per piece but per working time. They hardly leave the working place during working hours, which often exceed 75 hours per week. There is a break of one and a half hours at noon, and Sundays are off-days. The people are sitting on chatais (straw mats from Gujarat) on the floor. The room in the ground floor might have 3 times 5 metres in size and has ventilation.

2.3.1.2 Industrial Gloves Production
In contrast to the leather production unit a visited production unit of industrial gloves consists of five labourers from different castes and religions living outside of Dharavi for the most part and coming to work. Although the employees have worked in the unit for the last three or four years, they have no stable contracts, what is typical for the informal sector: the employer does not consent fixed contracts because the risk is too high as he is also dependent on orders from the local industry. 300 gloves per day are produced for the Mumbai industry. The working time is usually twelve hours a day but depends on the availability of work. The room right under the roof is very hot and stuffy with bad ventilation. The light conditions are inappropriate as well.

2.3.1.3 Jeans Production
Three men and four women, the youngest perhaps 16 or 17 years old, produce between 100 to 200 jeans per day. According to the production manager H. there is a brotherly / sisterly relationship among the labourers, even though the workers belong to different castes and religions. They all live in Mumbai but not necessarily in Dharavi. The production process includes every step from the purchase of the raw material from Mumbai markets to the final packed product, which is sold in the Indian market. The jeans production takes place in a room that is about 50 square metres in size. Working time varies between eight and ten hours per day. Working conditions (ventilation, light) are good. H’s business depends largely on an intermediary or ‘middleman’. The latter, with whom H. has a sort of contract, brings him orders to produce a certain amount of jeans depending on the local demand. His sales price is 90 Rupees per piece whereas it is sold for 150 to 250 Rupee. in the Mumbai markets.

To sum up, there is a great variation in the fields of economic activity in Dharavi. In some cases activities are directly related to caste, as shown with the example of the Charmakars, in other cases we found a mixture of workers from different castes, religions, and places of origin. Some occupations (e.g. leather production) again are typically male, others typically female (e.g. production of papads). Mostly there is no use of higher technology; handwork and simple tools seem to be more important. The production units employ a more or less regular number of people; most of them have already been working for long in the same place. Nevertheless, the labourers merely have the status of daily labourers, because they have no contracts and can be fired immediately. According to European standards, working hours are long, and working conditions are hard. On the other hand, some workshops have appropriate working conditions what concerns ventilation and light. Finally, a distinction of work can be done from the perspective of the final products. Some units produce for the local market, some for the Indian market, and some for the world market.

2.3.2 Settlement Unit 'Bharantinga Nagar Ekta’ (Kurla)
The settlement unit ‘Bharantinga Nagar Ekta’ close to Kurla station was founded about 65 years ago. Like Dharavi, it is located close to a railway line and station, which guarantees
access to transport and work in more distant places of Bombay (Desai 1995:149). The slum is surrounded by apartment blocks (so-called shawls) of the former workers’ class. Outside the slum are huge heaps of rubbish and a ditch that replace a sewerage system. A gangplank crossing the main ditch allows reaching the huts and houses. Here only Muslims live. Therefore, this slum reflects a very homogenous social composition. As the slum population has no legal right to stay although many of them settled before 1995, and there are administrative plans for building a huge bridge in this area, the people are afraid of eviction and demolition of their houses and working places, what is very common in India and has recently (late 2004, early 2005) in Maharashtra experienced a new height that has even caused international protest. According to our question, concerning political activities in order to attain a legal sanction people regretted that there is no time for a political engagement, since they are mainly concerned with making their survival.

2.3.2.1 A Sewing Unit

The sewing unit of S. A. was founded in 1990. In the main building, he employs ten men at the age of 26 up to 40 years and three youngsters ranging from 11 to 16.28 The house is rented for 3,000 Rupees per month and the working space is in the ground floor. All labourers are Muslims originating from West Bengal. They have no fixed contracts but are recruited every day anew. The working time covers ten hours a day. The salary is 100 Rupees a day. The workers are using sewing machines, but beside this, they do not use any higher technology. The labourers are sitting on chairs. Indian posters cover the walls. There is a radio and neon lights on the ceiling, as well as ventilation under the roof. One of the workers tells us in a quite fluently English that he has been working for A. for five years. He originally comes from Calcutta and nowadays lives in the neighbourhood. He is neither married nor he has children.

In an adjoining room, A. employs another six boys at the age from 15 to 16 years. Every day they have to work from 9 a.m. until 10 p.m. with a lunch break of two hours. The room looks sparse and less comfortable but at least there is drinking water offered and ventilation available. As in the other units, we do not find permanent staff over here. The labourers merely have the status of daily labourers. This fact leads us to the problem Awahia faces like most slum-entrepreneurs: There is a high uncertainty concerning the daily orders. There are usually no continuous orders, since they are depending on the demand in the local market (in number and design).

2.3.2.2 A Glass Engraving and Embroidery Workshop

N. S. who comes from Bihar runs a glass engraving and embroidery workshop. Young boys, some of them below the age of fourteen, are working here under miserable conditions for 14 hours, seven days a week. They earn 30 Rupees a day, and the salary is paid every second week. The boys are sitting on the bare floor. There are neon lights, two ventilators, a radio, and drinking water available. Adjacent to the working room there is a dark lunchroom without windows. Despite one ventilator, it is stuffy. Posters of Sydney and London cover the walls. Working conditions are even worse in the embroidery workshop where the glass pearls are stitched on ‘sarees’. Fifteen boys are working in a little sticky attic room under the roof, which can be reached by a narrow ladder only. The children are sitting on the bare tiles around a big working sheet. There are four little windows. A man supervises their work. In contradiction to other workshops where workers were interested in our coming and joked at us, here sad children’s eyes were staring at us. In Muslim communities, only boys work in such units while girls are kept at home and sent to school. Ironically, this causes girls getting a much better school education, which may cause marriage problems in the longer run.

28 Child labour is considered to be below the age of 14 years.
2.3.3 Slum in Kalina

The slum in Kalina was founded in 1910. Five to six persons live in each of the 3,000 to 4,000 houses. The main population consists of Dalits from the coastal regions of Maharashtra. There are no working units in the slum region and people have to find work outside the slum. People are often employed in the fields of housekeeping, painting, construction, or catering via informal networking within the slum community. Forty years ago, most people had jobs in the formal sector where they earned higher loans. However, since then many changes occurred. First of all, most cotton mills closed down, the heart of Bombay’s colonial industries. Secondly, in more recent times a massive outsourcing of formal labour into the informal sector occurred. Today there are merely thirty or forty people in the slum with an average age of about 40 to 50 years still working in the formal sector. Thus, global processes like downsizing and deregulation get obvious in that local context. There is a striking sense of community in Kalina: If somebody gets sick, the others collect money to care for the family or they inform the relatives when somebody has died. Social support within the community is also documented in that younger people pay 10 Rupees/every month in a cashbox for communal acquisitions. Regarding the educational possibilities, Kalina was the only place where school education was almost usual and more and more children even graduate due to the educational awareness of the Dalits. Following Dr. Ambhedkar’s call for mass conversion in the 1950s many Dalit families converted from Hinduism to Buddhism and are thus called Neo-Buddhists.

2.3.3.1 Interview with the Oldest Member of the Slum Community

95 years old, B.G. settled at Kalina with his family in 1920. He came from the coastal region closed to Mumbai. His self-made house has no solid foundation and the roof consists of corrugated iron what leads to a great heat inside. Fifteen years ago, there was no electricity in this poor area. Meanwhile electricity has replaced kerosene. Water is available three hours in the morning. Thirteen houses share one tap and pay 5 Rupees per month. If they did not have this access, they even had to pay 100 Rupees a day. The stone-made houses were built more recently. Ten or fifteen years ago, people lived in hutments made of woods and timber sticks. G. went to school in 1935 but he did not graduate. He wonders why the students from the close Mumbai University never come to investigate their living conditions. Somehow aghast he states: “Nobody understands. Nobody is interested….”

2.3.3.2 B.G.s Sister

The stone-made house of the 85-year woman looks a little more comfortable than the one of her brother. Although it has no stable foundation as well, it possesses a proper roof and a separate washing and cooking place. There is also a glass cabinet with a small collection of western stuff. The old woman tells us that females mostly contribute to the family income by working as ‘maids’ (house cleaner) in other households, doing the laundry and preparing food. When we ask her weather she still has to work, she did not give an answer, although obviously there still exists a strong ‘generation contract’ in that children have to care for their old-aged parents

2.3.3.3 A Middle-Class Family

The house of a family of three persons with a higher economic status considerably differs from the other hutments in Kalina. There is one large living room, a separate bedroom and a washing room. The house has a solid foundation, a proper roof and the floor is tiled. There are chairs and a table but the family prefers to sit on one of the typical chatais. The man has a well-paid job at the national airlines whereas his wife, who is also well educated, works at home. She stresses that women should not work in other people’s households in order to avoid the risk of being oppressed and maltreated what happens frequently. She tells us that young women working in other people’s households often get victims of violence and sexual
harassment and mostly do not experience any respect. She suggests women to work in their home community as seamstresses or in the field of food preparing. She is certain that this might also have a positive impact on the stability of the family since women have more time to spend in the education of their children for example. However, of course, the household sector of the middle class is one of the most important occupational fields of women.

2.3.4 Matfalan, a Slum Close to Thane

About 25,000 migrants, mainly from Maharashtra, had settled in Matfalan more than twenty-five years ago close to the railway line to Pune. The reason was a large factory that offered work for migrants, and the migrant labours encroached land next to the enterprise where they worked and were tolerated by the authorities. By means of migration networks other people followed, first of all family members. However, in 1984 the company was closed down. In spite of lack of work the squatters remained on the land that was owned by the Maharashtra government, since there were no job opportunities in their home regions either. Nowadays there are still 7,500 people left. But in spite of their long staying they have not been acknowledged by the government as a legalised slum, due to the fact that although the slum is older than 1995 people could not give accepted proves that they had already settled there before this date.

Because of this, the municipality demolished their homes and even a school for the fourth time, the last time shortly before we came. Now the people have almost given up. Before they had rebuilt their hunts repeatedly, but now a governmental ‘security guard’ watches that no permanent structures be rebuilt again. Almost everything takes place in open air. There are merely bamboo and plastic hut constructions where people find shelter. The next water tap is about four kilometres away. People and children with severe diseases show that there is no medial care available at all. An indicator of poverty is also obvious that many people walk barefooted. While most slum-dwellers can afford shoes, for most people in this place even such basics seem to be not affordable. Almost everyone is jobless, since there are no labour opportunities at all. Although there are occasionally so-called ‘jobbers’ on whom the young men are almost totally dependent, it remains difficult to find work on a daily basis.

S. K., the activist and spokesperson of the community, tells us about political activities to gain a legal status. They organised a demonstration in Delhi that remained without any success. K., who votes for the Republican Party of India (yellow flags) also, sent a petition to the Home Ministry of Maharashtra in order to achieve a title on the land for his community. The petition was also rejected. When we ask K. if this was a final decision, he tells us that the community will keep fighting for a legal sanction with the support of local NGOs.

The Legal Situation

The Maharashtra Slum Area Improvement, Clearance, and Redevelopment Act that came into force in 1971 empower the government to declare certain slum areas as unsuitable for living if they are dangerous or injurious to public health. Thus, land that is needed for public purposes can easily be defined in the above-mentioned way. The Improvement Scheme that includes for example the laying of water taps, provision of community baths and latrines, construction of roads and street lightening is only applied to slums that have already existed before a specified cut-off date. Initially this date was 1976, later it was extended to 1980, and now it has been set to 1995. On the one hand, this means that only a certain percentage of slum areas will acquire legal notice and improvement measures and therefore a higher degree of security.

29 cf. Ramachandran 1995:140
On the other hand, it implies that an increasing number of hutments, those that have been constructed after the continuously extended cut-off date, can be removed without notice.

In fact the Maharashtra Slum Area Improvement Board Act from 1973, led to a reduction of slum improvement. Following this legislation improvement is provided only for squatter colonies which are declared as a slum and which are located on state government or municipal land. The same cut-off date goes for it likewise. From the Indian legal perspective, a slum is therefore a legalised squatter settlement only.

In case of private land, demolition of hutments and eviction without providing alternative accommodation got a legal sanction independent from any cut-off date. As Desai works out in her study of ‘Community Participation and Slum Housing’, around 542 out of 780 slum pockets have been declared as a slum. Up to 1980 only 23 out of these slum pockets have been improved by provision of water, electricity, and toilet facilities (Desai 1995, p.121). However, even in ‘improved’ slum areas, residents get no legal right to stay on that piece of land; the land-ownership remains with the original owners.

In case of central government lands the reason for omitting improvement works results from the Central Government Properties Act of 1948. Accordingly, state laws do not apply to central government land. Thus, the various central government authorities will not improve existing slums, especially those located on prime land that can be used for other commercial purposes.

Urban restructuring policies can be held responsible for the above-mentioned situation of vulnerability and insecurity of the poor. Banarjee-Guha (University of Mumbai) argues that the Regional Development Plan, published in 1995 by the Mumbai Metropolitan Region and Regional Development Authority (MMRDA) led to a crucial shift in the official metropolitan planning strategy in comparison with the previous plan of 1973-74. Instead of improving the living conditions of the poor population, the liberalisation policy after 1991 only aimed on Mumbai’s integration into the world economy. The MMRDA emphasises Mumbai’s status as the country’s financial primary city, its leadership in India’s international trade, its potential of developing financial and business services and high-tech export oriented industries, and its strategic location with respect to the global market centres. The vision of making Mumbai a global city raises the need to create space for international functions and headquarter operations of transnational capital as well as the establishment and improvement of infrastructure for transport and information networks.

2.4 Conclusion to Slums

Contemporary Indian slums are known by different names in different cities – katras or jhuggi jhompri in Delhi, jhompadpatti or chawls in Mumbai, basti in Calcutta, etc. “Their basic characteristics remain the same i.e. dilapidated and infirm housing structures, acute overcrowding, faulty alignment of streets, poor ventilation, inadequate lighting, paucity of drinking water, water-logging during rains, absence of toilet facilities and non-availability of basic physical and social services.” (Ramanthan 2004:2)

According to Ramanthan (2004:2), we can distinguish three kinds of slums that may be identified:

- declared slums, where a competent authority under the 1956 Act has notified an area to be a slum

---

31 MMRDA 1995, quoted by Banerjee-Guha 1997:14
32 cf. Banerjee-Guha 1997:14f
undeclared slums, where they are de facto recognised as slums, but, no having been notified, the benign provision of the 1956 Act, particularly those that relate to provision of services and improvements in situ, may not be extended to them

planned slums, the replicating of high density and poor, or non-existent, services at the resettlement site, and the impoverished that results from demolition and de-housing most often makes slums, within the definition, of resettlement sites.

The extent of city populations resident in slums is inordinately large. In Mumbai, nearly half of population live in urban slums. The conditions in the slums are terrible from a Western perspective. Infant mortality is as high in rural India where there are no amenities. In 1985, the government tried to rectify the problem by starting a slum upgrading policy. It offered secure long-term legal plot tenure to slum households on the basis that they would invest in their housing. By giving people an interest in their housing and by guaranteeing home ownership, they hoped to obliterate slums. Unfortunately, the program reached only 10-12 per cent of the slum inhabitants. It disregarded those who did not have homes at all. Thus, this and some other programmes aiming at improving, the slum problem in Mumbai failed. Slums are still growing, which is not only caused by the pressure of migration, but also by natural aspects. The slum growth rate is actually greater than the general urban growth rate.

The research groups find that the term ‘slum’ has to be redefined. As there are no general agreements on the definition of a slum, they may be characterised as areas of substandard housing conditions within a city. That is the first important issue. A slum is always an area that is different to its surrounding. Moreover, the second issue, which is a typical pattern for slum definition, is that the slum should be understood as a complex pattern of living and working. Common among different slums is that poverty is the foremost cause for this existence. On the other hand, we have to distinguish that the several types of slums vary from place to place. They include metropolitan (Dharavi and Kalina), rural slums (Matfalan, because of its peripheral location), new slums (Kurla), and hand-made slums (Matfalan)33.

We emphasise that we have to find key issues in the linkage of the terms: migration, squatting, building up a slum, stabilisation, urbanisation, tenure, property rights, development, trust, and security. All these terms are important to describe how people live in different slums, how they can find work, and how people can get security in the informal sector and everyday life strategies.

Tab 1: Investigated Slum Areas 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Settlement Criteria</th>
<th>Dharavi</th>
<th>Settlement Unit 'Bharantinga Nagar Ekta' (Kurla)</th>
<th>Slum in Kalina</th>
<th>Matfalan, a Slum Close to Thane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>800,000 – 1,000,000</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slum since</td>
<td>&gt; 20 years</td>
<td>16 years</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>&gt; 20 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious structure</td>
<td>All religious groups, but mostly in segregated settlements</td>
<td>Ethnically homogeneous structure, Muslims</td>
<td>Ethnically homogeneous structure, Neobuddhist</td>
<td>All religious groups, no ethnic heterogenization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Settlement structure</td>
<td>Originally encourages an intermix of religious groups, but after the 1993 riots religious segregation, settlement patterns,</td>
<td>Community plays an important role, but no political engagement due to a 'lack of time'</td>
<td>Community plays a key role for the inhabitants; community collects money for inhabi-</td>
<td>Community plays a key role; protest by petitions against decisions by government;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

33 see Tab.1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Property Relations</strong></th>
<th>Different property relations for inhabitants, dwellers, squatters as well as for organisations, reconstruction and development associations</th>
<th>Property rights and legal status</th>
<th>Property rights development plays an important role for the community</th>
<th>No tenure and no property rights for settlers; land is owned by Maharashtra government, slum was demolished four times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Housing conditions</strong></td>
<td>Made of bricks; roofs with tiles, sheet metal; one or two tenements</td>
<td>Bricks, awning, roofs; huge heaps of rubbish and a ditch that replace a sewerage system; a gangplank is crossing the main ditch allows reaching the huts and houses</td>
<td>Made of bricks; roofs with tiles; sheet metal</td>
<td>Bamboo cane; awning; no roofs, because of demolition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infrastructure</strong></td>
<td>Schools, pharmacies, police station, trainingscentre, water and electricity is available for households, canalisation, toilets</td>
<td>Bad canalisation system; pollution; waste; dump; ditches; and bad air</td>
<td>For 13 households exists one water connection; water supply for 3 hrs. daily; one or two tenements</td>
<td>Former school and fabric was demolished; everything is done outside; no medical care and water supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Life and work</strong></td>
<td>70 per cent of inhabitants work in Dharavi; fixed staff workers; daily wages and daily workers; many jobless people</td>
<td>No information available</td>
<td>30 per cent of population have a job in the organised sector, mostly the elder generation; 70 per cent of inhabitants work in the unorganised sector, mostly younger people; daily workers</td>
<td>Most of inhabitants are jobless; they are dependent on jobbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Assessment</strong></td>
<td>Can be described as a consolidated slum; separate cosmopolitan city in Mumbai</td>
<td>New development plans in the following years</td>
<td>Impact of Community is responsible for the slum consolidation</td>
<td>No consolidated slum; no property rights and tenure; no legal status</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1 Migration

In line with Jonathan Friedman (2004), we do not understand migration as an extraneous factor to the question of urban developments of major components. For Friedman, migration cannot be separated from the political debates concerning integration, multiculturalism, and the future of democratic institutions. Migration, Friedman argues, is not simply a demographic phenomenon, it is a socially constituted process in which cultural identity, economic, and political strategies play a definitive role. The research group holds that the characteristics of migration are expressions of the larger context, which defines its nature and conditions of operation.

Every year hundred thousands of migrants come to Mumbai to escape from the absolute poverty of the rural areas and look for a new space to live. Many of them fail and either return to their land of origin or become part of the growing numbers of homeless dwellers and street people. Others manage to get one of the low-paid jobs in the informal sector in town and join the ranks of the so-called ‘Urban Poor’. “In the course of the years they adapt to the urban environment and tap more of its resources and opportunities, thereby further alleviating their own poverty” (Berner 2000:3).

According to Schrader (2004) cities, and particularly metropolises, are magnets that cause hundred thousands of landless people to migrate, trying to improve their living conditions. Schrader draws attention to the fact of ‘push-pull factors’. He argues that both this factor and natural growth rates cause Megacities to continuously increasing in size, “and a large percentage of the urban population belongs to the poor” (Schrader 2004). One of his main arguments is that migrants can survive in the urban context because they can make their living by incomes from the informal sector.

Some of the Megacities in the world have meanwhile reached a size exceeding 20 million people. The enormous population growth is accompanied by an uncontrolled mushrooming and growth of squatter settlements at every vacant place. Mumbai is not a single case, because the whole world appears to be on the move. There are about 100 million people living and often working outside their countries of citizenship, making this ‘nation of migrants’ equivalent in size to the world’s tenth most populous country.

The research groups also emphasises that there are three basic migration facts, which can be observed worldwide and seem to be important. These are: a) most people never cross national borders to live or to work in another country; b) at least half of all migrant workers move

35 “Nowadays more than half of the world population is urbanised, with growing tendency. In some parts of the world, the urban poor exceed the number of non-poor. Economic crisis and structural adjustment policies had severe impacts on the urban poor concerning rising food prices, declining real wages, outsourcing of formal jobs, and reduction of public expenditure for social policy (Wratten 1995:11). For mega cities Brennan (1999) estimates that on global average 50% of their growth are caused by natural growth and 50% by migration. While at the turn to the 21st century, there were 16 mega cities with more than 10 million inhabitants, the UN prognosticate 22 for 2015, 18 of which will be found in Asia. These mega cities will absorb 10% of the world population (United Nations 1998)” (Schrader 2004).
36 While during the 1950s less than 30% of the world population were living in cities, for 2006 their number is estimated to amount to 50%. For 2030 the prognosis amounts to three fifths. While in Africa the urbanisation grade is comparatively low, it is particularly high in South Asia. It is estimated that during the years 1995-2039 India will have to absorb 385 million, Pakistan 113 million and Bangladesh 55 million new urban inhabitants (cf. United Nations 1998).
37 cf. Schrader 2004
38 cf. Friedman 2004:63
from one developing country to another; and most of those who cross borders do not enter industrial democracies (in Western sense); and c) many states have successfully made the transition from exporting to importing labour, and the migration transition process seem to be speeding up. How can we describe contemporary developments of migration in relation to India? The Indian cities, especially Mumbai, with its dwellers have undergone several changes in the past two decades. Perceptions about the legality and legitimacy of squatters, the pavement dwellers, occupiers of unauthorised structures, holders of land beyond the ceiling limit, and the permitted and surreptitious commercial and industrial users of properties and land have undergone significant change.

According to Goetze (2000), the following types of migrants can be distinguished: (1) short-term working migrants; (2) qualified technicians and business migrants; (3) irregular and illegal migrants; (4) family-bound migrants; (5) re-migrants; and (6) forced migrants (refugees, persons concerned with natural disasters or pursuits, etc.).

Migrants have several reasons to come into the urban areas. A first reason constitutes the bad living conditions in the rural areas, poverty and malnutrition, and often insufficient infrastructural means such as education facilities and medical treatment. Migrants try to escape from there in hope to find a job in the overcrowded cities to secure their life and that of their families. The gender distribution of Mumbai is similar to other Indian Megacities. We find a higher degree of male population, because many migrants leave their families behind. This characteristic has a socio-cultural consequence, in so far that there is an intensive linkage between urban and rural areas, in the sense, that males live and work in the city, but they have strong ties to their places of origin. In many cases, informal sector labourers subsidise their families in their home region. At the same time relatives or village fellows in the urban setting may be the first anchor for later coming migrants, and a source of trust networks. Slum settlement patterns do therefore not only correspond to religion and caste, but also strongly to place of origin and local vernacular. There is a spatial and social separation in the settled areas. The consequences of spatial and social separation is polarisation, a mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion, in the sense that particular hierarchies and informal power structures developed in the city context independent from pre-migration structures. If we summarise the reasons for migrants to change their residence, we conclude that most migrants make their decision to migrate in response to a complex set of external constraints and predisposing events. On the one hand, those constraints and events vary in their significance, salience, and impact, on the other hand, there are elements of both choice and compulsion, it seems, in the decision making of most migrants.

The research group examines several reasons for migration, which were mentioned in the interviews with people who had a migration background. According to Bhosale (2003) who focuses on the migration background of Charmakers, we distinguish between the following five types of reasons for migration:

1. **Escape from social, political, religious, and economic discrimination**: one reason is that the traditional caste structures in rural areas is still very rigid and has enormous consequences on people’s everyday-life. Caste and landed property titles are often related to each other. To be a dalit, another believer, or to belong to a tribe means to be socially excluded and to be landless. At the same time, migration is related to hope of socio-economic rise, search for a better life. Other reasons mentioned were building up a new existence, earning money for supporting family members who stay in the places of origin, debts to be repaid, and lack of economic success.

---

39 Turton 2003:8
40 cf. Bhosale 2003
2. **Lack of employment opportunities**: in rural areas, people have no job opportunities. Most of them work as landless agricultural labourers with low daily wages, practise subsistence agriculture, or are engaged in traditional occupation.

3. **Changes in climate**: related to global changes of climate there are certain villages that are now situated in the rain shadow of the mountains, so that monsoon rain can no longer provide a basis for rain-fed agriculture.

4. **Lack of finance for own-manufactured products**: traditional occupation are difficult to be practised without a credit line to banks and cooperative banks what created a situation of unemployment and therefore, migrants look for survival in the urban setting.

5. **Lack of good educational facilities**: in rural areas is a lack of schools and other educational institutions. In addition, the migrants realise for their children more and more the value of education and consider it a strong source of social change. They hope to find it in urban areas.

In Matfalan the research group talked to a social activist, who supports the rights of the squatters and, although so far being unsuccessful in achieving legal recognition of the slum was able to catch a certain public recognition. On the other hand, there are often politicians who only aim at the clientele as voters and promise to engage themselves against an exchange of the vote. Nevertheless, the engagement and the articulation of interests in the public is an important pre-condition to give the poor people a right to stay and live in the city. The research group investigated four slums. Each of them has its own history and the people living there have their own background. Of course, not every slum dweller is a migrant himself, many of them have already been living in slums for the second or third generation. However, among those slums that are affected by demolition due to lack of long-term existence, the number of first-generation migrants is much higher. Interviewees mentioned the following reasons for migration.

### 3.2 Continuous Growth of the Megacity and the Dream of a ‘New Bombay’

Every day thousands of migrants come to the global city of Mumbai, and every day the city experiences natural growth due to birth rates exceeding death rates. The city is overcrowded and there is hardly any more space for new migrants. They settle along the railway lines, highways and airport corridors, as well as in the suburbs of Mumbai, where more vacant space is available. This vacant space mostly belongs to the central government, the Maharashtra government, or the city authorities.

Illegal settlement by dwellers is defined as ‘squatting’. The ‘squatters’ live in a continuous physic and psychic uncertainty to be expelled, their hutments being bulldozed down. With their modest means of social activism (petitioning, unionising, public opinion, etc.) they try to defend their interests. The contemporary situation is ambivalent. On the one hand the present governor aims at defending the legal stance, on the other hand the Maharashtra government and city administration are under pressure, because obviously public housing policy failed. Therefore, the question of housing policy concerns a large action field with national representatives, administration, politicians, railway and airport authorities, social activists and INGOs, international advice, and many other agents.

Due to population pressure on the city the municipal polity of Mumbai is to attempt decentralisation by building the twin city of ‘New Bombay’. A previous peripheral area east of Mumbai, located already on the main land, should be transformed into a booming secondary Mumbai with a duplication of infrastructure and integration into the world market. This policy resulted in an industrialisation, a new economy with technical and information...
industries, and the construction of new flats and apartments, but the ambitious goal to build a twin city has so far not been achieved. Of course, squatters in this region do not fit into the urban plans.

‘New Bombay’ Project

The New Bombay project was begun by the Bombay Development Department as a satellite, or New Town in the district of Bombay (Mumbai). It was then handed over to the City and Industrial Development Corporation, which was developed in 1970 strictly for the purpose of developing New Towns. New Bombay was originally intended for middle class and to alleviate congestion around the central business district. Ironically, it was proposed and developed at the same time as the Back Bay Reclamation Project, which had exactly the opposite effect. Virtually they worked against each other in their intentions. The main problem of New Bombay is the fact, that it is highly underdeveloped. It had envisioned a balanced urban development through a nodal pattern along the rapid transit rail line. Each of these cities was to be independent and self-sufficient. The centre of the development was supposed to be Belapur, the geographical centre. Nevertheless, New Bombay has turned out completely different from plans, much like everything else. The centre of commerce and industry in New Bombay has become Vashi, which is the closest city to the main island of Bombay. The New Town has a population of approximately 200,000 and few public facilities, no hospital or health centre, no state school and no developed park or recreation space. The project has not had high demand for residents and all it has accomplished has been pushing the native population further towards the periphery by taking their old settlements and land.

Map 2: New Bombay

41 These references are taken from: www.macalester.edu/courses/geog61/espencer/newbombay.html (7/04)
42 Source: www.macalester.edu/courses/geog61/espencer/newbombay.html (7/04)
3.3 Issues of Urbanisation, Property Rights, and Tenure

We can conclude that the priorities of policy, and as dictated by the different courts, have determined the status, the handling, and the rights, of the city’s residents. Access to land, and therefore the concession for titles and properties, for the migrants and dwellers, who settle on the fallow land, is one of the most fundamental demands not only by a few academics but by representatives of the stakeholders, too. The pictures of the metropoles in the ‘Third World’ is dominated by a crucial dividing line which separates those who have legitimate and reasonably secure access to urban land and other facilities, and those who have not. In this sense, Evers emphasises the importance to have access to land: „A precondition for subsisting in urban environment is access to the use of urban land to build a house, to put up a hut, or at least to find a temporary space for sleeping, eating and defecating. Property rights regulate this access to urban land and thereby the chance to subsist, or at least to be physically present. From this point of view access to urban land becomes the most basic human need in an urban area.” (Evers 1984:481)

We will consider the lack of ‘habitat-rights’ and/or ‘right to tenure’ to be directly connected with the economical situation of the slum dwellers. Proceeding from our hypothesis that ‘rights to habitat’ rather than formal property rights are essential conditions for the emerge of self-help activities we attempt to highlight how the above-mentioned patterns of restructuring the urban area of Mumbai relate to the (im)possibility for establishing economic activities. It will be shown how migration patterns contribute to the formation of several communities within slum areas and under which conditions ethnic and religious categories therefore become important.

Following Schrader (2004), our hypothesis is to make a living in slums and find employment in the informal sector means to have access to the city and to have the ‘right to stay’, the ‘right to the city’ (Lefebvre 1972, 1974, 1976, 1991) the ‘right to habitat’. This access not only refers to economic capital, which is used to take means of transport, to invest in the huts, flats or houses, to make possible education for children. In the first way, people who settle on the urban land need these ‘rights’ on their chosen place to experience a feeling of security in their daily actions. With such a feeling of security, we will argue, people will take initiative to improve their living conditions, invest in their huts and perhaps in community activities. Moreover, people who have such a feeling of security, have better economic chances in that they become entrepreneurial themselves, starting a small business in the immediate neighbourhood. Nevertheless, so long as these basic human rights to habitat are absent, they are always afraid to be expelled and therefore behave passive.

The term ‘urbanisation’ refers to the growth of cities compared to people living in rural areas. However, also the migrants themselves become ‘urbanized’. The city becomes the core-centre of their life. In his pioneer work in the field of ‘Migration, Urbanization, and Stabilization’, Mitchell argues that the ‘process of stabilisation’ is the necessary consequence of the ‘process of urbanisation’. He uses the term ‘stabilisation’ to show that a person has settled for long-term in the city. Demographic issues play an important role in the process of
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43 cf. Berner 2000:3
44 “The key for a better future in the cities is to find space that has not (yet) been occupied. Access to a means of survival in the city presupposes access to space. The “search of security” in the cities – to refer to a paper from Elwert et al. (1983) – implies the right of staying in the city – or more tersely with Lefebvre (1974): the right to the city” (Schrader 2004).
45 cf. Mitchell 1956:693
46 cf. Singh 2003
47 cf. Mitchell 1956
stabilisation’. Mitchell notes that a person is stabilised in the city, if there are no long-term stays of an individual in the area of origin\(^{48}\). From our perspective, such stabilization requires certain issues of security, transfers of rights and duties, conceptions of strategies, and preconditions for economic action. Stabilization can only occur, when the dweller achieve a level of ‘relatively security’ at least. ‘Relatively security’ is the basic condition for securing the own life and that of families. Stability also means that the slum inhabitants get a bundle of rights, which is a precondition to give them a certain security and stability.

We cannot examine the topics of ‘urbanisation’ and ‘stabilisation’ without the discussion about the industrialisation process of Mumbai, to which we have briefly referred above. According to Lefebvre (1972, 1976, 1991) we argue that industrialisation and urbanisation are two sides of the same process. On the one hand, industrialisation characterises the instrumental aspect, the incredible development of technologies, to transform and dominate nature. On the other hand, urbanisation is linked to the social component, giving industrialisation its reason and thereby relativating social relations and domination. Lefebvre argues that urbanisation has been subjugated under the constraints of industrial production\(^{49}\). The overall increase of urban population, i.e. persons residing in cities, is one of the most stunning characteristic of the rise of urbanised society. We can distinguish two main forms. Firstly the rise of Megacities or Metropolis\(^{50}\), and secondly, the development of large urbanised agglomerations consisting of several different and often independent cities.

3.4 Conclusion

Many slum dwellers are migrants of the first or second generation. Migration from rural to urban areas means, to start from the beginning. Reasons for migration are often economic push factors, first of all landlessness, indebtedness, and lack of rural employment opportunities, in addition to ethnicity problems. This means that when migrants arrive they are usually poor already. They often have no means to rent, not to say buy, property, particularly not in a city such as Mumbai, where housing is extremely costly due to lack of adequate supply. Squatting a piece of land or using migrants’ networks to find support by fellow people who already arrived earlier, is the option most migrants choose. On the other hand, the government has to cope with the problem of continuous city growth, caused by both migrants and natural growth. Taking a squatter-friendly policy (e.g. to provide them space free of costs) might cause a chain reaction, in the sense that other rural people follow due to pull-factor reasons (‘attractivity of the city’).

We have to take into consideration that the slum inhabitants, dwellers, and squatters are not a marginalised class or minority; they constitute 60 per cent of the whole population of Mumbai, which is almost 10 million people\(^{51}\). Many of these do not achieve sustainable livelihoods. There have to be identified ways to empower citizens to act to create new resource-use trajectories, those that will contribute to sustainable livelihoods. According to the principles by the ‘World Conservation Strategy’, the following targets have to be achieved: (1) the integration of conservation and development, (2) the saturation of basic human needs, (3) the achievement of equity and social justice, (4) the provision of social self-determination and cultural diversity and (5) the maintenance of ecological integrity. However, sustainable development is more encompassing than ‘ecologically sustainable development’.

\(^{48}\) cf. Mitchell 1956
\(^{49}\) cf. Lefebvre 1972:188
\(^{50}\) „The Metropolis is indisputably a global settlement, an international phenomenon, a nodal point in the international division of labour. It serves multiple social, economic and cultural functions across national and international borders. It is the urban expression of a new interconnected and diverse world“ (Angotti 1993:3).
\(^{51}\) cf. Bhowmik 2004
Sustainable development posits an intimate interconnectedness of social, economic, and environmental processes\textsuperscript{52}.

To plan the further development of Mumbai and the future of the poor also means to improve the position of the urban informal sector, because slum housing and informal-sector activities are very much interconnected with each other. And, what has often been overlooked is the fact that formal and informal sector do not just exist independently from one another but are closely intertwined in that the latter forms a reserve army for the former and an ‘extended workbench’ for the world market. Following Bhowmik (2004) economic activities that formerly belonged to the formal sector, are now outsourced into the informal sector, due to cost advantages. The other way around it can be argued that the housing in slums subsidises the (both national and international) economy, because low living expenses can keep the wages low. Because of the low level of wages in the informal sector, the lack of regular employment and permanent uncertainty it is hardly likely that this population can afford to buy or rent better accommodation in the private market, while public housing is insufficiently available. The upper middle class and upper class, however, target these people as scapegoats being made responsible for the growing urban crises. Slums are projected as the causes of most, if not all, urban problems and evils, places of criminality, epidemics, and now: HIV. Slum dwellers usurp budgets and spaces that should have rightfully gone to the ‘tax paying’ citizens. Interestingly, slums only occupy 10% of the Mumbai land area, and middle and upper class households depend on informal labour of this target group, particularly in household services.

The solution to the problem is very complex and discussed very controversially. Those who take a ‘property rights’ stance (e.g. the local government) take a harsh course of action against squatters to protect the property rights of the legal owners by demolishing encroached space. Those who take up a human rights stance (right to habitat) either propose an appropriate relocation of slums or to give vacant land to the slum dwellers\textsuperscript{53}. Both propositions cannot solve the problem as such, because it does not come to the roots of migration and urban growth. For many people the situation in rural areas is hopeless for various reasons. Urban poverty is more visible than rural poverty, and a Western perspective always draws attention to the inhuman living conditions in urban slums. However, rural poor would often prefer a living in cities, as they can make their living in the informal sector, while income opportunities in rural regions and education facilities are meagre.

Where relocation of slums occurred, this often took place at the periphery of the city, where also employment opportunities are absent. Long and costly ways of transportation have to be taken. In addition, opportunities to get a job in other areas of the city restricted due to lack of social networks and information. An appropriate relocation policy has to take into account that the living and working space of the people should be the same; social networks have to be kept intact so that not only an individual self-help potential, but also a collective one may apply. The currently ongoing discussion about the former mill land in Mumbai shows that appropriate space is available also in the inner city, but the government again has valued the interests of the former mill owners higher than the public interest to socialise part of this space for resettlement and other occasions\textsuperscript{54}.

\textsuperscript{52} cf. Almas, Lawrence 2003
\textsuperscript{53} cf. Schrader 2004
\textsuperscript{54} During the colonial and early post-colonial period the mills provided the key industries in Bombay. With the collapse of the mill industries, this land has become unused. Old mill buildings are ruins in the now inner city. Mill owners who acquired this land very cheaply during the colonial period want to use this land for speculative purposes and building of middle- and upper-class apartments, while the interest of NGOs is to use part of this land for the former mill workers, many of them now living in slums (cf. Schrader 2004).
4. The Search for Security in the Informal Sector

Before we turn our attention towards aspects and dimensions of lack of security in the lives of the urban poor and their informal survival strategies, we will clarify the economic background of our informants. Since we focused on small entrepreneurs and employees in the so-called ‘informal sector’, the information obtained relates to this group. Since the terminology of ‘formal sector’ and ‘informal sector’ implies that both economic sectors are rather independent from each other, scholars have emphasised the close relatedness of both sectors within the world.55

4.1 The Formal and the Informal Sector Characteristics

After the term ‘informal sector’ was introduced in an official report by the International Labour Organisation (ILO) in 1972, referring to the employment situation in Kenya, a considerable data collection and research has been undertaken to investigate what the informal sector is and how it operates.56 Whereas earlier studies made a clear-cut distinction between the informal and the formal sector, recent studies suggest that both sectors cannot be dealt with as two separate and independent categories.57 There are a number of linkages and interdependencies between the two sectors, to which we will refer later.

Nevertheless, it is possible and necessary to make an analytical distinction between the formal and the informal sector in order to highlight different characteristics while being aware that such a distinction can only be artificial. What, then, is the informal sector? Numerous studies ascribe the following characteristics to it, as opposed to the formal sector. These characteristics are: a smaller scale of enterprises and production units (self-employed individuals, household enterprises, enterprises with a few employees); a lower complexity of the production process using simpler technology; less division of labour; and a lower capital intensity and higher labour intensity; lower wages that are often not related to working time but to quantities (piece rates) and that are paid in smaller amounts than in the formal sector (e.g. weekly); a high fluctuation of employees; the reduction of production costs by keeping fixed capital low; a production that is located in or next to the housing/living space or in the streets; and above all a high degree of social and economic insecurity.58 The ILO World Employment Programme Report gave the following characteristics: ease entry, reliance on indigenous resources, family ownership of enterprises, small scale of operation, labour-intensive and adapted technology, skill acquired outside the formal school system and unregulated and competitive markets.59 However, Kumar and Jena (2001) argue that many of the above-mentioned characteristics lack validity and neither considers rural and urban nor regional and international differences concerning the varying size and composition of informal sectors.

The question of security we consider to be crucial for living in the informal sector. We have to distinguish between formal rights regulating action and informal ones. Formal rights refer to a bundle of property rights, which arrange certain relations between people and matters of inclusion and exclusion. In contradiction, informal rights consist of interpersonal relationships, conventions, social sanctions, generally accepted norms, and thus reduce options of possible behaviour. Singh argues that people in the informal sector are hardly protected by legal rights but try to substitute the lack of formal rights by informal ones.60

57 cf. Ramakant 2001; Panwalker 1998
59 cf. Kumar/Jena 2001
60 cf. Singh 1996: 19
According to Breman (1999), the lack of formal protection is no result of a lack of laws but of insufficient law enforcement. For example, many workers in the informal sector do not get the minimum wages even though the government fixes them.

4.2 Types of Informal Enterprises and Options for External Assistance

Despite various similarities the informal sector is by no means a homogenous phenomenon, it appears useful to classify informal enterprises. The PICES (‘Program for Investment in the Small Capital Enterprises Sector’) study differentiates between three levels of informal enterprises. Following Kumar and Ramakant (2001a), the first sub-group consists of so-called ‘marginal enterprises’ which operate on a daily basis, supply services, or goods and aim at subsistence of the self-employed person. The PICES study reveals that this type of enterprise can be best reached by collective borrowing schemes combined with non-formal education. The ‘very small enterprises’ constitute the second sub-group. Their managers have a fundamental understanding of business practices and they possess limited possibilities for diversification and growth.

The ‘very small enterprises’ can be assisted successfully by means of group programmes aimed at setting up collective guarantee loans or forming co-operatives, for example. The means of assistance for both of the mentioned types of enterprises can be best arranged by NGOs. The third level contains ‘small enterprises’ the managers of which have better business skills, planning capability, entrepreneurial drive, and flexibility to expand when the opportunity arises. According to the PICES study, this more sophisticated level of informal economy responds best to individual programmes in training, finance, and technology provided by governmental institutions.

4.3 Linkages and Interdependencies between the Informal and the Formal Sector

As we have already indicated, there exist several dependencies and connection lines between both sectors. According to Singh (1996), these dependencies and connection lines can be described as ‘upward’ and ‘downward vertical linkages’. ‘Downward vertical linkages’ refer to the flow of goods and services from the formal to the informal sector whereas ‘upward vertical linkages’ stand for the opposite direction of transfer. Singh argues that the informal sector cannot exist autonomously due to its dependence on the formal sector. In addition, the informal sector is exploited by the formal economy. The so-called ‘subcontracting’ can be regarded as one aspect of the mentioned dependencies. Subcontracting requires cheap and flexible employees, i.e. workers who are not bound to stable working contracts and social insurances; it leads to price cuts of the informal produced goods and the low status of the respective employees. The fact that many informal enterprises nevertheless work on a subcontracting basis for the formal economy indicates that the informal sector is largely dependent on ‘external’ orders. Besides, the small-scale enterprises often function as suppliers and buffers against market fluctuations.

Most of the debates concerning the term ‘informal sector’ refer to a dual concept that relates to neoclassic economists. These neoclassical approaches consider the capital-intensive industrial sector to be the fundament for economic development, arguing that its growth
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61 cf. Homstrom 1985
62 cf. Singh 1996:53
63 cf. Singh 1996:53
64 Bhowmik (2004) describes this „subcontracting“ as „outsourcing“ of production from the formal to the informal sector.
65 cf. Singh 1996:50
66 We refer to the conceptions of Boeke (1953), and Fei, Ranis (1964).
automatically leads to an increasing demand of labour in the longer run whereas the traditional subsistence economy is recognised to be stagnating and an impediment for development. Kumar and Jena instead argue that the so-called ‘trickle-down’ development strategy turns out to be „a mere armchair speculation“ (Kumar/Jena 2001:372f). In their opinion, the modern industry only possesses a limited range of additional jobs, and capital-intensive production remains predominant in this sector. Due to this fact, the extension of the modern industry to the informal sector is limited and the latter remains, first of all, an economic space for trade and services. It is true branches like manufacturing, construction, transport and trade are booming but „this development often takes the form of an increase in number rather than an increase in productivity“ (Kumar/Jena 2001:13). Considering the enormous population growth there is an increasing competition for jobs in the urban centres. In this regard, it is not the economic growth of a country itself but rather the development of the informal sector that could lead to an improvement for the poor.

4.4 The Unorganised Sector in India

We now consider some of the above-mentioned aspects of the informal economy in concrete terms with regard to India. At first we have to emphasise that Indian researchers do not use the terms ‘formal’ or ‘informal’ sector but rather the terms ‘organised’ and ‘unorganised’ sector. Correspondingly, neither the official statistics nor the National Account Statistics (NAS) use the term ‘informal’ sector. In the NAS, the unorganised segment of the economy refers to all operating units the activities of which are not regulated under any statutory act or legal provision and/ or those that do not maintain any regular accounts. Since the organised segment refers to regularly available statistics (budget documents, annual reports or results of the Annual Survey of Industries), all remaining operating units under various economic activities are assigned to the unorganised segment. Thus, the classification of enterprises greatly depends on the availability of data. However, it can be estimated that more than 60 per cent of the national income of India is generated in the unorganised (informal) segment, and it is the unorganised sector that grows much faster than the organised sector. This aptly shows that this segment is not just a reminder of an ‘undeveloped’ part of the economy, but obviously an integral part of the world market. Nevertheless, the extent to what the unorganised sector contributes to the national income appears quite low regard the enormous size of the informal segment of Indian economy. Singh presumes that the stake of production in the GDP might be recorded/ registered insufficiently and has to be estimated higher than official statistics suggest, because the unorganised sector has been neglected. In addition, gender segmentation applies to the informal sector. Compared to their male colleagues female workers mostly obtain much lower wages; according to Kundu (1993) amounting to between 56% and 83% of the male wages. In spite of a ban on child labour, children and adolescents obtain even lower wages. It is thus characteristic for the informal segment of economies that children who become the most vulnerable in this regard can simply replace women. On the other hand, a replacement of men by women seems not to be so frequent. In spite of this relation, the number of males is proportionately higher in Mumbai, but there are typical male and female occupations.

67 cf. Kulshrestha 1998
70 cf. Singh 1996:99
4.5 Case Study: Leatherwork in India

The work with leather is, based on the belief of physical and spiritual purity, looked down upon as dirty work. The bags are sold at high prices and the work with leather as such as in production is left to some distinct castes. In Dharavi, there are the DHOR. These do the tanning of the leather as well as a cutting and colouring of the material. Connected to the work are certain images of the branch in Dharavi as such... So the work of the Dhor is explained as a semi finished leather with low quality and there is a current competition between tanneries in Madras who are said to produce finished leather with higher quality and Dharavi tanneries going on. The leather that they take is goat, sheep, buffalo, elephant and cow as well as pig but the reputation of this caste is not very high so there are rumours that no Dhor could effort other leather than the cheapest of the cheap. In the following we want to give an inside view of the working conditions in Dharavi. Afterwards we will have insight to the production of a leather wallet by members of the Charmakars community with so-called finished leather from Madras. Our assumption is now that the work in Dharavi with a certain image of the area as well as the shops, which are situated very near to the production units, do suffer an inflation of prices and wages by the locality factor; Dharavi shops are known as the “cheapest in the city”. The same is up with the wages – the locality as a dumping factor for wages and prices.

4.5.1 Thick Description of a Dhor Tannery in Dharavi

It is a big dark looking dirty hall in which a pungent stench is permanent, many cats running around probably because of the rotten meat on the floor. Five men are working in the hall each of them separately. A big cutting machine is standing next to the entrance. A room which is half closed on the left side with some dirty tables and chairs in front of it, is probably used for storing the chemicals, one can see canisters of chemicals for bleaching and tanning the leather. In the rear front of the hall, one can see pools of round about 2x2 meters this is used for soaking the leather in a chemical compound, which has substituted the three-day lasting water bath. Three cutting machines are existing in the hall in almost every corner one. During a demonstration, three layers of fine leather are cut out of the 4mm thick buffalo leather piece. One worker tells us that even four layers are possible with elephant leather. In the centre of the hall, which is alighted only by one tube light, one can see a small stall, which is standing very near to a kind of gigantic washing drum. In this machine, the leather gets coloured. After the colour is on it the leather is printed sometimes with natural looking finish in a separate machine. The stall shall help preventing accidents because for the printing, an electrical heater is used and the electricity is dangerous. Therefore, the leather comes as a raw material into the tannery. The leather has still old meat on it and hairs. Therefore, they take it and at a machine with a teethed waltz, the rest meat is being scratched off. Then the leather goes into the chemical compound-bath for round about nine hours after this the leather is taken out and waltzed again then it is dried. After that, the leather is cut either length-wise or breadth-wise and diametric. Sometimes one worker cuts 4-5 layers out of one raw piece. Then it is coloured and after this is done, the layers, which have no natural surface, are printed one on it. Again, a waltz is used to imitate the natural finish. Then this is sold on the market.

4.5.2 From the Finished Leather Piece to the Wallet

We would like to give a dense description of a production of a leather wallet (The production unit belongs to one of the businesses the owner of which we interviewed.) The raw material can be sheep, buffalo, elephant, cow or map. 3 square meter of the raw material they use at
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71 Cf. Bhosale 2003
that day comes about 65 Rupees. It is good quality finished leather from madras. It has a smooth velour-like inside and a finished and polished outside with a natural texture on it. The raw material comes in pieces of ca. 60x60 centimetres and is cut into appropriate pieces. Hereafter the leather is taken and made thinner at the edges and rims with a knife, which has a rounded blade. Then a stinking paste is brought on the leather from the inside. The paste contains gummy Arabica and benzyl along with other chemicals that shall make the leather more flexible and elastic to be worked upon. It is applied with the fingers then they let it two to three minutes dry out and ten they rub it off with their fingers. Now the leather is smooth enough to be worked with further. Glue is applied. It is fast drying glue with lots of chemicals inside. The air inside the production unit is very much smelling of the chemicals. I suspect the chemicals to be harmful when inhaled all day. A piece of cloth is attached to the leather from the inside and also two plastic foils are put, here the document or the money fits in. Now the edges and rims are hammered towards the inside, because they are made thinner it is fitting without that the folds get too big – then you cannot close the wallet properly. After that, it is hammered round; a man takes the wallets and stitches them. It is always a rotating disc of work. One worker is cutting the leather pieces and makes the rim thinner; another applies the glue and applies the cloth and the plastic from inside. The next worker hammers the rims round, then the stitching is done, finally one man controls the wallets and burns with a glowing rope the stitching string ends and folds the ready-made wallet with a small hammer. It takes about 14-15 min from the raw material to the final product. There are always 40 to 50 pieces in one working step being processed. 4-5 people work in a room of 25-30 square meters. The room is alighted by a tube light and one window, which is half closed.

Chart 1: Product Circulation and Market Bonds
4.6 The Self-Help Potential of the Poor

In this section, we will focus on strategies of the poor to organise their survival in the informal sector. Because the state does not provide public security by means of regulations, the latter have to organise security in a private manner\(^{72}\). Elwert, Evers, and Wilkens (1983) emphasise that the poor try to combine various economic activities in order to gain a kind of stability that a European proletarian takes for granted. They assume that for this class of people the search for security has an ultimate priority over the maximization of income; they therefore rightly call them the ‘class of the insecure’. For their survival, both informal production and subsistence production are very important\(^{73}\). While conceding that a certain income is necessary for the survival in the informal sector, Singh argues that ‘survival’ furthermore must be understood as a complex phenomenon that is influenced by social correlations as well as individual capabilities\(^{74}\). Therefore, socio-cultural as well as economic conditions are constitutive for the survival strategies of the poor. A number of skills can be acquired in the family or in social communities, for example informal ‘apprenticeships training’ in small enterprises, ‘learning by doing’ or ‘on-the-job-training’.

\(^{72}\) cf. Lock 2003
\(^{73}\) cf. Elwert, Evers, Wilkens 1983:1-2
\(^{74}\) cf. Singh 1996:22
Since there is a lack of formal representation of labour in the informal sector such as workers’ committees or trade unions, informal organisations and cooperations provide an essential means for people in the informal sector. These are the only possibility for the poor to express and defend their interests and needs against the building lobby, the middle class and the city authorities, to claim assistance by the state, and to extent their access to the market. Additionally, the lobby provided by informal cooperation is not limited to an economic impact but also has a social, political, and pedagogical effect on the people, their personality, and self-confidence.\(^{75}\)

To sum up, the informal sector constitutes an enormous reserve army for the formal sector and the world market. In spite of the hierarchical organisation between world market, formal sector, and informal sector, it provides nevertheless an enormous labour absorption capacity, giving many people their means of survival and incorporating large numbers of migrants who come to Mumbai in search for work opportunities. Within the informal sector, the urban poor households develop survival strategies on their own. However, to achieve this, they need a right to stay in the city. To improve the living conditions in slums and the labour conditions in the informal sector requires changes in government policies. We therefore argue that squatters have to be legalised. As the government is not able to provide sufficient housing, it has to tolerate squatter settlements and immediately stop slum demolition. If people are constantly threatened that their houses might be destroyed the next day, stable economic strategies, and activities become almost impossible for them.

5. Forms of Capital and Ethnic Issues

5.1 The Role of Economic, Human and Social Capital in the Urban Informal Sector

Following the broadened terms of capital by Bourdieu (1983, 1985), Coleman (1987, 1988, 1990), Putnam (1993, Putnam/Goss 2001), Fukuyama (2000) following forms of capital, which in combination are strategic resources and are substitutable, can be distinguished: economic, human, and social capital. The accent in this section is supposed to lie on the latter mentioned, social capital. In economic sociology scholars discuss that lack of economic capital can be substituted by social capital. This discussion, however, overlooks that any capital investment only occurs, when risk involved is not too high. Therefore, we argue that the potentiality of social capital and social creativity can only unfold among slum dwellers (self-help), if a certain minimum of social security exists. Otherwise, they remain crippled. Any planning horizon is destroyed. People, who have no rights and security act passively. They only improve their living situation on their own, if they have secured their lives and that of their families.

5.1.1 Economic Capital

For the slum inhabitants, economic capital represents a very scarce resource. Economic capital constitutes money and is especially necessary for the institutionalisation in the form of owner permission. Economic capital in the small enterprises sector is generally limited and consists of privately owned capital and access to credits. Often the financial resources of the whole family, relatives, and friends are bundled to start economic activities. The use of those informal contacts to found, stabilise and enlarge economic activities belong to social capital, being important in ‘survival strategies’ of the households, because the embeddedness in the social network ‘family’ (or friends) may to some extent substitute the limit of economic capital and provides access to family based jobs. In slum economies, where we can find a lack of financial resources, informal possibilities of financing the business have to be bundled to

\(^{75}\) cf. Singh 1996:20
secure the daily existence. In comparison to the formal sector in the informal sector, informal networks play a considerably more important role for the realisation of economic strategies, because people in the informal sector and in the embedded slum economies are much more strongly dependent on kinship and friendship aid. One result of the investigation in Mumbai’s slums was that small enterprises often are started and founded from the outside. Some persons achieved a better social and economic status and attempt to consolidate and stabilise their business from other regions. On the other hand Indian or foreign entrepreneurs practice ‘outsourcing’ and in this way use the informal networks to decrease the costs of production and to save taxes. We distinguish between following forms of economic capital: the availability of means of production; a functioning infrastructure; the access to raw materials, the access to internal financing credits; and various possibilities of marketing.

5.1.2 Human Capital

According to Bourdieu (1985) cultural capital can exist in three forms: in embodied state, that is, in the form of long-lasting dispositions of the mind and body; in the objectified state, in the form of cultural goods (i.e. pictures, instruments, and machines); and in institutionalised state, a form of objectification. It is a mistake to underestimate the role of cultural capital in the sphere of the informal sector. Cultural capital is an important issue, if one individual has a certain cultural competence (i.e. the capability to read among illiterates) or to have access to politicians. Out of this, extra-profits can result, i.e. by the possibilities to write petitions or get access to information.

Although in general, the level of education in the informal sector is low, we believe that a variety of cultural competencies among slum inhabitants exists. On the one hand, this is true if we recognise that the family and the family network in India fulfil comprehensive functions. Those take benefits from human or cultural capital, who got education in schools and jobs. Our interviews showed that families in slums are well aware of human capital. They are saving money to facilitate their children school education. That is one precondition to acquire knowledge in general and to have better chances in future, and this includes ‘insurance’ for the parents, when they get older and / or rich. Education in schools continues by non-formal training possibilities in the small firm sector, often in form of learning by practice and self-activity. People acquire informal knowledge by learning a job in the slum economies. Another possibility is that in certain firms, many employees have no informal knowledge, and necessary competences have to be learned even through unskilled labour. We conclude that people acquire competences in the informal sector by ‘learning by doing’, ‘on-the-job-training,’ and ‘apprenticeship training’.

5.1.3 Social Capital

In this context, we can only discuss of social capital in brief and refer to the so-called ‘sociological classics’ of social capital literature, Bourdieu, Coleman, and Fukuyama. We also focus on the American political scientist Robert Putnam. Nevertheless, before we draw attention on these four adherents of the discussion about social capital, we would like to stress that the term ‘social capital’ has already a long background history. Alexis de Tocqueville did not directly use the notion ‘social capital’, but he considered the role of social relationships, sympathy, community, and mutual benefit within the American society. In 1916, the progressive pedagogue and society reformer Lyda Hudson Hanifan mentioned the term ‘social capital’ for the first time. He used the term to describe “those tangible substances [that] count for most in the daily lives of people” (Hanifan 1916:130). Hanifan was particularly concerned with the cultivation of good wants, fellowship, sympathy, and social interaction among those that “make up a social unit” (Hanifan 1916:130). He underlines both the private and public benefit of social capital, the whole community takes profits of both the cooperation and mutual aid of their members and the individual has advantages in the form of help, sympathy
and the ‘esprit de corps’ through the others. Thus, skilful leadership to the general improvement of the community’s welfare can use social capital. In the 1950th, the Canadian sociologist John Seeley used the notion of social capital to describe the career-based behaviour of inhabitants of suburbs. For Seeley their affiliation in clubs and associations represents a kind of ‘negotiation mass’ which they demand, transfer, or use as an additional potential.

The term social capital attained newer relevance through the works of Pierre Bourdieu (1983, 1985). Social capital can always arise and exist only due to social relationships. With that definition, Bourdieu refers, rather latently, to the ambivalent character of social capital, because social capital has not only positive aspects.

Coleman and Putnam point out that social capital can lead to both exclusion and delimitation and can have the character of a private and of a public good. In this sense, social capital can also be described as a delimitation feature between single groups of societies, because it can be both institutionalised and guaranteed, by the incorporation of a common name, the affiliation to a distinctive family, and a class. In other words: That social capital is a matter of ‘relationships’ implies the logic of inclusion and exclusion. For any given social network, some individuals are included while others are excluded. On the one hand, the structure of inclusion/exclusion is a prerequisite for a powerful and simple form of governance based on self-enforcing contracts. On the other hand, if entry into a social network is of constrained either because inclusion is conditional on the possession of a non-acquirable social attribute or because inclusion requires costly activities (excluding social capital), then the scale and scope of possible exchanges are reduced.

Both exclusion and delimitation of the ‘others’ is also meaning that the members of a group who use forms of social capital have stabilised functions for contacts among each other in order to maintain social capital. Thus, the benefits, which result from an affiliation to a group, are at the same time the basis for the solidarity, which these profits facilitate. The precondition of social capital is the interaction of individuals, who establish a connection network in certain time and appoint themselves on this. According to Putnam and Goss (2000) in that definition we can find a basic distinction to physical capital, because “physical capital exists, when material is changed and tools are created which facilitates the production, so human capital is created when persons are changed so that they attain skills and abilities that allow them to act” (Putnam/Goss 2000:341).

Thus social capital arises, if the relationships between persons change in that manner, that certain actions are facilitated and become less concrete, because it is embodied through the relationships between persons.

James Coleman defines ‘social capital’ by its functions. For Coleman social capital is not completely fungible, but may be specific to certain activities. On the one hand, a given form

---

76 Bourdieu defines social capital as follows: “Social Capital is the aggregate of the actual or potential resources that are linked to possession of a durable network of more or less institutionalised relationships of mutual acquaintance and recognition—or in other words, to membership in a group—which provides each of its members with the backing of the collectivity-owned capital, a ‘credential’ that entitles them to credit in the various senses of the word (…) These relationships may exist only in the practical state, in material and/or symbolic exchanges that help to maintain them.” (Bourdieu 1985:55)

77 “The existence of a network of connections is not a natural given, or even a social given, constituted once and for all by an initial act of institution, represented, in the case of the family group, by the genealogical definition of kinship relations, which is the characteristic of a social formation. It is the product of an endless effort of institutions, of which institutions rites- often wrongly described as rites of package-mark the essential moments, and is necessary in order to produce and reproduce lasting, useful relationships that can secure material or symbolic profits.” (Bourdieu 1985:56)

78 “It is not a single entity but a variety of different entities, with two elements in common: they all consist of some aspects of social structures, and they facilitate certain actions of actors, whether persons or corporate
of social capital that is valuable in facilitating certain actions may be useless or harmful for others. In contradiction to other forms of capital, Coleman mentions that social capital inheres in the structure of relations between actors and among actors; it is not lodged either in the actors themselves or in physical implements of production (Coleman 1988:98).

Coleman’s understanding of social capital is similar to Francis Fukuyama’s (2000), because both include the aspect of trust in their theoretical considerations. One person does something for another and in this way trust in this person, that this person will produce a special service in future. Therefore, an obligation is created, which should be justified in future. Two central elements are important in Coleman’s social capital theory. On the one hand, the measure of the trustworthiness in the social environment, which means that obligations will be redeemed; and on the other hand a system of the mutual confidence or trust.

Exactly here is the starting point for Fukuyama’s considerations of social capital. He defines social capital as an important part of “informal values and norms which share all members of the group and which make possible the cooperation between the members of the group. If the members of the group assume that the ‘others’ behave honestly and dependably, then they will trust in each other. Trust works as a lubricant, which makes efficiently the work of every group or organisation” (Fukuyama 2000:32). Fukuyama notes that only the fact that common values and norms exist, yet not produce any social capital, because it can be also wrong values. For Fukuyama, norms which ‘social capital’ produce, are such virtues, which follow the Weberian argumentation of ‘Puritanism’. Nevertheless, also these virtues are in a relationship to the notion of trust, because „all societies have a certain existence at social capital, the relevant differences are in the „radius of trust” (Fukuyama 2000:33). Here we are not in line with Fukuyama. We suggest that social capital, as much is neither good or bad. It can be and in both ways and is not limited to any ethical considerations.

The last important adherent to the social capital theory is the American political scientist Robert D. Putnam. His studies are subjected to theoretical political concepts and methods; however, he is also focusing on the role of trust in political systems, if a certain degree of social capital is available. „Trust is the ‘lubricant’ of the social life. Putnam argues that if economical and political actions are embedded into dense networks of social communication, the stimuli for opportunism and ‘wrong behaviour’ are reduced.” (Putnam/Goss 2002:22) In Putnam’s social capital theory is central that social networks cause effects, because they produce external effects. „Social networks and the mutuality contiguous norms can be designate as ‘social capital’, because they - as like physical and human capital (outfit and training) - draw both individual and collective value and it is possible to invest in these networks” (Putnam/Goss 2002:22). Like Fukuyama, Putnam refers to the importance of networking to generate and reproduce social capital. Whereas physical capital refers to physical objects and human capital refers to the capacities of individuals, social capital refers to connections among individuals, social networks and the norms of reciprocity and trustworthiness that arise from them. In that, sense social capital is closely related to what some have called ‘civic virtue’. The difference is that 'social capital calls attention to the fact that ‘civic virtue’ is most powerful when it is embedded in a network of reciprocal social relations. Putnam notes that a society of many virtuous but isolated individuals is not necessarily rich in social capital. For Putnam two empirical presumptions underlie the concept of social capital: networks and norms are empirically related to each other. Social capital facilitates coordination and cooperation for the mutual benefit of the members of the association.

actors, within the structure. Like other forms of capital, social capital is productive, making possible the achievement of certain ends that in its absence would not be possible.” (Coleman 1988:98)
Of course, it is not possible to get deep into the contemporary sociological debate on ‘ethnic identity’ or ‘ethnicity’ (since Frederic Barth 1964). But, we should shortly outline the identity/ethnicity-category we underlying this project. For us, identity refers to the affiliation to groups, which is determined, of the respective members of the ethnic group are characterised as relevantly and/or significantly interpreted qualities. In this context, the term ‘ethnicity’ in this framework plays a central role to clarify the legal, social, and economic conditions of slum inhabitants. Schlee and Werner (1996) understand ethnicity as a complex set of differences that includes the practice of its reproduction by different actors and target of strategic aspects. Barth notes that ethnicity does not express itself in the centre of an ethnic area, in the ethnically most homogeneous area, but at the boundary, in the quarrel with other ethnicities. Ethnicity is an outcome of difference. Linguistic boundaries play an important role and they work according to the emphasised features of ethnicity. We agree with Koeßler and Schiel (1994:2) that ethnicity is not an essential part of a group (the primordial view), but in a process of corresponding development of consciousness. Such an approach of ethnicity is described as ‘constructivist’. The consequence is, that the bases of ethnicity are special cultural features, which are under the given circumstances ethnomethodologically insignificant (Koeßler/Schiel 1994:4). Another result is that only in situations, in which ‘communality’ and / or special feature in delimitation to ‘others’ are described as meaningfully that they can be made usable as socially relevant markers and distinction features. Only then can ‘ethnicity’ arise. Thus, identity necessitates an avowal to a group, and at the same time the delimitation from another group. Ethnicity therefore seems to be simultaneously an identifying and differentiating factor and can effect both inclusion and exclusion. Thus, ethnicity has an ambivalent character. Constructivist approaches of ethnicity emphasise that ethnicity only is relevant and conscious, if difference exists and people struggle for resources.

5.1.4 The Role of Social Capital in Slums

In the examined slums of Mumbai, research brought different results related to the aspects of ethnic segmentation. Dharavi, in spite of some religious and ethnic conflicts during the last 15 years, is a perfect example for a multi-ethnic slum, because here people of different ethnic origin have settled. However, because of the riots ethnic separation occurred along the streets79. Economic activities are very often shaped by ethnic factors. In Dharavi, small enterprises in the informal sector consisting of persons of different ethnic origin. This shows that pure ethnic and / or religious patterns may to some extent cripple economic activity, although this is no general rule. Ethnicity, religion, same place of origin or language groups are all identity makers that may support but also cripple economic activities, depending on situation and framework.

We also presume an approach, which is related to the topic of ‘social security’. We argue that such homogeneous structures and networks constitute a ‘self created security’. Slum economies are mostly recruiting people from the same ethnic and / or religious origin, and defend their interests against the outside through a self-created ‘protective coat’. Religious organisation in slums through which both religious practices and social interlacing are increasing, support this mechanism. We argue that we can find a social divide and a spatial separation between those ethnic groups, where social polarisations and conflicts cross with transnational and local cultural reference points.

If we consider our findings with regard to social capital, we come to the following conclusions. With the notion of social capital those resources are meant, which are based on the affiliation to a group. In this affiliation, we can find the mechanisms of inclusion and

79 The riots were the product of the smouldering Hindu-Muslim conflict.
exclusion, because to be included, means access to the capital, which individual group members have. Inclusion therefore means a certain kind of security, for an individual, but also for the whole group. According to Bourdieu, social capital relationships in practice can only exist because of physical and/or symbolic exchange relationships to whose stabilisation and consolidation they are contributing. The extent of social capital of an individual depends on both, the extension of his network relationships, and on the extent of economic, cultural or symbolic capital, which can be raised via the network. Profits, which result from the affiliation to a group, are at the same time the basis for the solidarity that facilitates these profits. The most important basis to stabilise and consolidate social capital in slum economies are the F-connections (Yoram Ben-Porath 1986) (family- and friends-connections)\textsuperscript{80}. These are characterised by a high degree of trust and solidarity. Slum inhabitants often know each other and produce an ‘organic solidarity’ (Durkheim).

According to Bourdieu (1983, 1985) the existence of such a relationship network is neither a natural or social fact, but the product of individual or collective corporate strategies of investments (in a social sense), which manifest or latent focus on the creation and consolidation of social relationships and later promise benefits. Through mutual recognition and aid, solidarity, and group membership the network is reproduced continuously and is confirmed in its boundaries. Networks are a result of action, which makes it possible for the actors to reach certain aims or purposes (Coleman 1988). According to Goetze (2002:183f.) we distinguish between the following networks:

1. Networks of social protection: (family, kinship systems, family alliances, localised neighbourhoods, generation and age classes, friendship relationships, and their role to establish and consolidate of obligations referring to mutual aid and the social functions
2. Associations with a ‘new character’ that have their task on a regional, religious, or ethnic level, to guarantee the obligations to mutual aid
3. Private educational and societal associations, which guarantee security in exchange with locality
4. Saving-associations
5. Self-help groups, in connection with development projects that make possible the access to social infrastructure services or credits.

6. Social Security Mechanisms in India

6.1 Family vs. Individual Life Planning

We put our general interest to the question of how women and children live and survive in Dharavi. Furthermore, we concentrated on the problem of social protection of women and children in this area. Because of the fact that the majority of the Indian population both lives in a traditional way and by farming as well as by agriculture in urban areas, the first question is how this traditional social structure is constituted. The answer to this lies in the caste system from which the people adopt their rules of behaviour or norms\textsuperscript{81}.

We put our emphases on families and their everyday lives in slums. We know that the topic of caste cross-cuts our issue because in general social and economical disadvantages correlated

\textsuperscript{80} Ben-Porath calls also firms as one part of the F-connections.
\textsuperscript{81} Belonging to a special caste is predicted by birth and caste endogamy. Linked to each caste are caste occupations. Caste hierarchy is closely related to ritual purity and therefore the forms and possibilities of interaction between castes are underlying rules. Caste therefore characterises certain rules of conduct, a place in a hierarchy, and a complex division of labour in India. Every caste is underlying norms and rules to stabilise, and to manifest the identity of each group and to integrate each group as a unit. Besides the family, caste is the major identity marker in rural life and in social structure, and it affects the urban life as well.
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to each other. Many families in slums make their living by self-employment. Traditionally the children of a family at a very young age are integrated into the work life of their own family or doing service jobs or salaried employment to support the family income. These children loose their innocent childhood very soon.

Although these children are often abused and paid very little for their work, they nevertheless support the family even in such a way that they get the nutrition from another household. As a result, children get only basic education and learn to work for survival at a very young age. That means the economic circumstances force children to work in whatever way but these children have no chance to choose any alternative option.82

Many other children live in the streets because they have left their homes and parents for a number of reasons. These children have to make a living on their own because otherwise they would not survive. Though suffering from the health situation of the street life they learn to arrange with it and master their situation somehow. Typical jobs they do are cleaning of cars and motorbikes, selling water, sweets, newspapers, clothes, or flowers, collecting rubbish, begging and stealing. Because these children are getting along without any security, some dubious men or dealer who put them into children’s work camps, under inhuman conditions and for their own profit, often catches them. It is very difficult for the children to get out of this vicious circle. These children grow up in a physically, mentally, and sexually violent environment. They have no rights at all and experience harassment by their employee. No one cares about them and no one feels responsible for them. As a result, children who are affected by any kind of violence have no trust in police or court and therefore they cannot develop respect to any authority of the state.83

Apart from children, Indian women have an economically and socially inferior position although they are to be treated equal to men by law. Actually, they do not have the right for equal education or equal payment. Both caste and religion reproduce gender inequality. Manu code says that a woman has to serve a man a lifetime. At first, a woman has to serve her father, then when she marries her husband and his family and after that his son. Furthermore, when getting married the father of the girl dowry to the family of the groom.

Very often, the women’s family runs into financial ruin when arranging marriages for their daughters. Abortion of female babies is nowadays a way of coping with marriage rules. Divorces are legally possible but socially not acceptable. While a girl is seen as a bad fortune, a boy on the other hand is something that every married couple wants to achieve. It is not only prestigious but economically advantageous. If a family has boys or daughters this may result it unequal nourishment or in case of marriage, of daughter in law.84 Therefore, that is what is meant with serving the man. Compared to men women die at a younger age because in addition to giving birth to as many children as possible she has to do the whole housework that means a higher level of stress for them. All of these reasons lead to an enormous social and economic pressure, which sometimes forces such women to commit suicide, if wives do not function as they are supposed to they will be banned by their husband and his family.85

For such women there is a lack of security, once they left their families or families-in-law. Referring to this social background, we argue that in India the family network is a guarantor for social security. To the social network of a family also belong the neighbourhood and relatives. If there is a collapse of this family network, women and children are particularly vulnerable in making a living. What is already hard for men is much work for women and children. In a society lacking public social security systems the social network of a family

84 cf. Sen 1999; Chambers 1995
provides the bases for security in addition to neighbours, relatives and patron – client relationship. Our main issue was how social security of women and children once looks like and what will happen to women and children the social network collapses. We took qualitative interviews from women and made observations.

6.2 Categorisation of Investigated Families

We investigated three families in slums of Mumbai. We consider to the following issues: family members, living situation, budget (income, expense, and savings), upbringing, and education of children members.

The members of the first interviewed family are Samanti, Chandort and Aisha X. Chandort is Aisha’s husband and they have seven children. Samanti is the unmarried sister of Aisha. The flat of this family has a separate living room, a separate kitchen, an extra bathroom, and a private toilet that is rather an exception for people in Dharavi. The walls of the living room are decorated with photographs of family members. This family has been living in this area for about 16 years. They are living on the ground floor of an apartment building that consists of three stores. This house is an outcome of a “slum rebuilding program”. All members of the family participate in making the money that is needed for living. Samanti works as a cleaner in a hospital. It is the same hospital where Aisha works as a nurse. The husband works in a cabin crew. Because of his job he is often absent from home and Samanti helps Aisha taking care of the children. One child has finished school while another one is still at school. The other children are too young to go to school. The average income of this family is about 5,000 Rupees a month. These are about 100 Euro. They have to spend 800 Rupees a month for the rent. The mother is able to save 1,500 Rupees for retirement. Furthermore, the mother pays 2,500 Rupees a month for the school education of her eldest son. Therefore, she has taken a bank loan and now she has to pay back the amount of 2500 Rupees a month. All in all the costs concerning the education of her eldest son are about 100,000 Rupees. Besides, in addition to this, these monthly expenditure she signed a live insurance. After all expenses, the family is able to spend 200 Rupees. Because of the financial situation and the kinds of expenditures of this family, we can assume that this family is very much willing to give their children the best education they can afford. They consider their children as their financial supporters in the future. Therefore, children are a very important figure in their family system.

Furthermore, the husband educates the children who are too young to go to school. Having himself been educated a fundamental education of the children is the primary task in this family. This family is aware of the importance of a good education of their children because they are able to get a better job and to earn money. In Dharavi, it is very hard to get a well paid job without an education.

The second interviewed family lives about 100 meters away across the street in a non-rehabilitated area of Dharavi. We chose this to have a direct comparison between the living conditions of families living in a rehabilitated area and a non – rehabilitated one in an immedicable neighbourhood. The social and interior family differences between the first and the second family can’t be greater.

The second family consists of the mother Sevana, her husband, and their three children. Two of them are boys at the age of eight and ten, and a baby girl. The father’s parents live next to them in an extra accommodation, but they depend on the income of their son. The living situation is different from that of the first family. They live in a kind of hut made of stone and corrugated steel. The hut is built on bare ground and in this area; one hut is built next to other to accommodate as many people as possible. The basic size is about 3 x 3 meters and it is
about 2.50 meters in height. The kitchen, bathroom, and living room are integrated in this small area of the hut. The public toilets are to be found outside within a ten minutes walk. Therefore, the rest of the everyday live happens within about nine square meters. The kitchen is nothing more than a cooking place, which consists of two separate kerosene filled burners. If they need water, the mother has to go to a public tap where water is available between 4.00 and 8.00 in the morning only. Therefore, the mother has to calculate the amount of water she needs for cooking and washing. To avoid illness she has to boil the water for drinking.

The hut itself contains many things like cups, plates, textiles and a TV set, which is out of order. It is all placed around the bed that is about 90 x 200 cm in size. People sleep in and under the bed. In the evening and early morning they switch on the neon light. The monthly income is about 2500 Rupees per month and is earned only who works by the father as a delivery assistant. The mother takes care of raising children. This is a typical way of family organisation. In this family, the expenses are decided and paid by the father only and are distributed in a different way compared to the first family. The monthly rent is about 30 Rupees. The expenses for school education for the children amount to 350 Rupees a month. They attend a private school and learn English. Furthermore, the father spends about 200-250 Rupees per month for the electricity bill. The kerosene is rated and provided by the state. That means that every family gets about 10 litres a month for free. 30-40 Rupees the husband needs for work. The mother gets the money from her husband that she needs for the care taking of the children.

As it is obvious there is not enough money left for saving because it is all spend for the education of the children, the needs of the grandparents and all the bills the father has to pay. Whenever there is money needed for medical care or school material a credit has to be taken and repaid later on. The largest portion of money is spent for education that constitutes again the most important aim? From 7.00 to 12.00 in the morning the children attend school that is about a 14 minutes walk away. Therefore, they have to get up very early and go to school on their own because their father is at work and their mother has to fetch the water portion. During the interview, the mother emphasised that education has a high priority. Without the father earning the money and her care, taking the education of their children would be impossible. If it were necessary, she would starve away to save money and to give her children a fundamental education. This situation of scarcity of money really demonstrates where the family puts the emphasis and we argue that in this case study education is almost a more important task than in the first family because the second family has very limited financial resource.

We argue that the children in this family are a kind of life insurance for the parents of all age. One day the father will be too old to do a job. If the children do not find a job and earn money then the parents will have to go begging or starve of hunger. Therefore, in this case the children are almost more important than in the family before. The generations depend on each other. As mentioned at the beginning of this family portrait the father provides money and food for three generations. In addition, his children supposed to provide money and food for the older and younger generation in the family one day. The family is not just a small social unit; it is the easiest insurance mechanism when a public social security system is absent.

The third case study is an interview with a woman who is working in a food-manufacturing unit. The food is called ‘Masala’ and sold in the Indian market. This production unit is situated in a courtyard which consists of about 10 – 15 huts built in a square. The women we interviewed were the only one who was willing to give us detailed information about her family and the financial situation they have to cope with. The manufacturing itself takes place outside the huts. The women kneel down on the ground making Masala and preparing it for sale. There are other manufacturing units in the courtyard to which access to information did not work. There were several men surrounding us being curious about what we ask the
women. Therefore, the situation was not very relaxed. Our Indian counterpart advised us to be careful about what to ask. Because of the tensed interview situation, we decided not to try to inspect the huts so that we cannot describe the living conditions. We therefore concentrate on the working place instead.

The first woman, Shindra, is at the age of 25, married and mother of two children a boy and a girl. She earns about 50-80 Rupees a day depending on the quality produced. Later on, she said that every woman in the workplace earns about the same amount of money. The work they do is to roll out dough very flat and then pack it. They get about 16 Rupees per kilogram. One piece of this rolled out dough is about one or two millimetres thin. So one piece weighs not very much and they have to prepare a lot of this food to make a living. She told us that she makes about 3-5 kilograms of this flat dough to get her money. Her husband works in a leather-manufacturing unit but we did not get further information about her husband. The girl is five years old and goes to a kind of nursery school for poor working people. The 10-year-old son attends the school. The mother sometimes is able to save about 10 Rupees a day that she spends in case of illness or puts aside for crises. She works from 9.00 a.m. to 5.00 p.m. and after finishing work, she has to do the entire housework. When we ask her about her attitude towards education, she said that she considers education as not important for their children. She rather sends them to work. She also said that the community supports such decisions and helps the children to get work. She sees no connection between education and employment. This attitude is opposite to the families before.

They have the same aim to find employment for their children but they have different opinions about the kind of jobs and how to achieve this. This woman considers her family as part of the community and has no intention the change the living conditions of the children. As every member in this courtyard, they will later do the same job. Not only the family but also the neighbourhood in this courtyard seem to provide security for each other. This attitude of the woman provides a typical vicious cycle of poverty. There is no intention to change their living conditions. We were, however, glad to hear that there are people in the courtyard who think differently as the following interview with a woman demonstrates. Our information is limited because the woman was very shy.

That woman is married, too. She is also a mother of a girl and a boy at the age of eight and seven. Her husband earns money by making shoes. The man earns about 3,000 Rupees a month. She herself earns about 50-80 Rupees a month as explained before. This family is able to save about 200-300 Rupees a month. They send their children to a school. We found out that this family saves and spends most of the money for the education of their children. The woman considers education as very important because she feels that she and her husband may depend on their children’s income some day. It is like the case we have investigated in the second family.

The size and the material of a house are the main indications for a family’s social situation. There is of course a social difference between families living in a habituated area to families living in habitated areas. It depends on the family budget. It is necessary to look at the budget firmly and then compare with the living situation. Like Neelson we experienced the situation described above when doing the interviews in this families.

---

87 The budget is the income of the whole family no matter if it is agriculture, selling or from a contract-based working ship (cf. Neelson 1976:173f.)
6.3 The Situation of Women and Children in Families

The family is the smallest social unit, so without the functioning of the family the older and younger generations would be without shelter and money. The suppression of women and the emancipation of women are two oppositions, which form the everyday life of women in India. Within these two contexts, women appear as both “victims” and “fighters” (Wicherich 1986, 8). Besides caring for the family and doing, the duties in their household women are involved in earning money. Women often work with their bare hands and for a very small amount of money. Although there is modernisation in production, the invisible gap between men and women concerning their duties, incomes, and burdens, and rights to decide increases.

In addition, the exploitation of this manpower, women also experience violence and sexual harassment. The phenomenon of pressure on women is not only found in work life. If women do not just bear the situation, they might find help in residences for women in distress. When arriving in such residence many of them are suffering from diseases, being raped, abused or being pregnant. The residence that we visited was lead by nurses. They care about these women by giving those medical and psychological help or just something to eat and a secure place to sleep. If those women are pregnant, they may give birth to their child in these hospitals. The residences also look after the children when these women go to work again.

Unfortunately, such organisations have to manage their own surviving. They do not get any support from the state. This situation forces the nurses to live from donations or asking the women to pay some money for staying. The following paragraph will contain a detailed story of a woman who has to deal with such situation.

6.4 Individual Life Planning as Social Security

„To stay alone in Bombay is difficult. “

In this paragraph we provide results of an expert interview with a sister who is working in a women’s residence or, in her own words, a “home for women in distress”. We consider this interview as an interview with an expert because this sister has been working in this organisation for quite long time. She shared her experiences with us. The following life story outlines the problems and circumstances the women and children have experienced when coming to this place. The women’s residence was founded in 1994. The sister has been working there for a couple of months on a voluntary basis and does not get any payment. Four sisters are working in this place. Two sisters already came two years ago. The home is a kind of island of hope and security for the women and children to escape their problems at home or in their working place: problems with the husband, physical problems, suffering from diseases like AIDS or pregnancy without being married, rape and abuse. Their families do not provide them a backing anymore, and they can no longer manage the situation on their own. In addition, the neighbourhood does not give them support.

Unfortunately, the capacity of the residence is limited and it is very hard to enlarge it due to financial restrictions. Donations are limited. For this reason, the sisters are able to give temporary shelter only. This means a maximum stay is three months. Sometimes women may stay longer if their situation is too difficult to provide help within three months. During their stay the women get psychological and medical help and are encouraged to find jobs. They shall find their own identity again and make it through life without help. Therefore, the sisters do not only offer psychological and medical help but also support women in organising their
lives and counselling them in any situation even in the question of women rights or bureaucracy.

Fortunately, a sister is a lawyer and offers legal help when needed. However, most women are afraid to take such stays and talk about their problems because they feel ashamed being in such a life situation. Sometimes when women come to this place, they do not tell the truth about what happened because they are afraid of not being accepted by the sisters. Often these women start talking about their real situation when already living in the residence and when having got trust to the sisters. The majority of the women have neither money nor enough clothes to wear when arriving at the residence.

In addition, for women and older girls, the sisters support eighteen children below the age of six, who are too young to attend school. A sister teaches them how to read and write. She spends about one to two hours a day preparing the children for school. Women who found employment and left the residence sometimes come to visit the sisters and talk about their new lives, give them at least a little bit of money, celebrate Christmas with them or have hours of praying together. Unfortunately, there are problems that are not solved. Demand for shelter in the residence is higher then the places available. For that reason, the sisters have to decide whom take. Those women who are rejected are going to be sent to another residence or to hospital depending on the situation. The sisters often provide women a stay when there are no relatives to look after them, when women are mentally ill and are endangered of suicide.

Therefore, the meaning of such a residence for women in distress is obvious. It is an anchor in a rough sea – a place where they went to take rest, get them strength again, and find a new will to live. They know about the residence from other residences, from police or court. Sometimes the sisters who go around collecting donation for those who are in need of help and they take them to the residence. After finding a job, the women are willing to pay at least some money because they are very thankful. Money is needed for buying food or clothes. With the help of the sisters the women are able to rest for a while, find shelter and help, get self confidence and power to organise their lives on their own, find a job, settle somewhere outside the residence and start an independent life.

The most important aim is to build a connection to the women, to reach their minds and souls to make them trust her and her colleagues. That is the key of being successful in this charitable job. What sounds easy is very hard work and needs patience because the women who come have lost trust in anyone and even in themselves. So breaking this barrier is the most difficult thing. It is the balance between giving shelter and pushing the women slightly to change their lives what makes the work difficult.

“I would like to go back home, but I don’t have anything in my hand.”

We met the girl in the residence and were allowed to interview her assisted by the sister. We transcribed that interview, but here a summary should be enough. The girl’s destiny is very moving. It reflects life of young women in poor conditions in Mumbay. The sister chose the girl to be interviewed and she helped us by translating the girl’s utterances and answers to our questions. When the girl entered the room, we were a bit shocked seeing a very thin little girl with empty looking eyes and a very shy behaviour. Both hands were bandaged which indicates that this girl must have gone through very hard times. The sister explained that the girl is a victim of domestic service. Her family who consists of her father, mother, three younger sisters and one brother lives in Assam which is located a four day trip away from Mumbai. The girl said that her family is very poor and that is why they were forced to sell her to another family to make a living as a domestic worker. That means that she does the entire housework like cooking, ironing, cleaning and preparing meals for this family. So she came to Mumbai because she thought it is easier to find a job in a big city. We asked the girl for what reason she came to the residence. She talked in a very quite voice.
One day, she said, after finishing housework she decided to wash her and go to bed. The woman she worked for said that she had not finished the whole work. The girl was much tired and told her that she would rather go to sleep because she was working the whole day. For this reason, the women began to beat her up every day. One night the girl decided to escape from this family because she could not handle the situation any more. She tried to climb from the balcony. Unfortunately, a security guard who considered her to be a thief and put the alarm on caught her. She got very afraid, slipped, and fell off the balcony. Because of that she broke both of her hands. She came to hospital where she got both hands in plaster and was send back to this family. The woman she worked for forced her to put the plaster off and to continue working with broken hands. The girl did so because she was afraid to get beaten up again. She worked with pain.

Of course, the girl could not handle this situation and asked another woman for help. Therefore, she got the address of this residence. The sisters immediately took her to hospital where she got her hands in plaster again. Still today, the girl suffers from this accident. She is not able to carry heavy things and work properly. So her new job is to baby-sit for families where both parents work and do not manage to look after their children.

When asking about her situation today the girl nodded to answer because she felt ashamed about what she just told us. She thought it was her mistake. So the sister continued reporting. She said that the girl feels very happy to be in this place.

The girl never attended a school, which means that her future perspectives are very low. The girl said she has no money that she needs to build on her future. The only thing she wants is to go back to her family and therefore she needs money to pay the ticket for the train to Assam. She also said that she has to work for at least one year to earn the amount of money. She has no idea what to do in the future then. So for her the residence is a place to think over her situation, a secure home to get self confidence again.

6.5 Conclusion

Within the social system of a functionary, family having a sufficient income for survival wives and their children are safe and secure. However, it is getting very difficult for them if for any reason the social network of the family does not protect them anymore. In many cases, even relatives and neighbours are not people to support them when being self – responsible because they do not accept a lonely adult woman and she is made responsible for her destiny. As long as they fit into the role of women, wives, and moms, they deserve the security of the family. If they do not then they are forced to leave their homes on their own because they experience violence. In whatever case the women have no one to turn to but organisations like homes for women in distress.

It is similar to what happens to children in this situation. They have to deal with abuse when living on the streets. Some of them were sold by their poor families to work in other families or just sent away. The only place for them to stay is other families where they do domestic work. Sure, in many cases they find some security in their places. In other cases, they are treated like slaves so that they run away. If they are lucky they might taken to an organisation where they are helped. If the social network of a family or the security network in a household as a servant collapses such organisation as residences may at least temporarily provide some security. It is very hard for divorced women or single mothers to manage life on their own. There is only a very small chance to re – organise their lives as an individual. Additionally there is no help from government at all.

Therefore, for those who are not getting help by charity organisations there is no other way then trying to survive in the streets without any protection and many of them prefer suicide or
they only can stand it by taking drugs or they prostitute themselves to make a living. Charity organisations like the one we visited are a helping hand in such situation but cannot guarantee a successful integration into life. Nevertheless, most of the women and children are mentally weak when arriving. Therefore, it often takes more than three months to help and release them. Because of the financial dependence from donations, this organisation is not able to reach out for the masses of vulnerable women and children. That is why the sisters provide temporary shelter only. They want to help as many women as possible.

Another problem is that woman and children are often not able to manage their lives. They often have to go back to these organisations because they have no other place to go. Also in such cases, the vicious cycle is closed. They come from a microsocial environment like their families (where they cannot live any more or are not accepted any more) to a place where help and support are provided, and when leaving they enter a macrosocial environment in which it is even harder to be accepted. Therefore, the caste system and traditional family system do not allow single or divorced women to be independent both economically and socially. Laws and a public security system may help to overcome rigid tradition, norms and expectations to make a living without being an appendix to their families.
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